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PREFACE

The series of manuals on techniques describes procedures for planning and executing specialized work in 
water-resources investigations. The material is grouped under major subject headings called "Books" and 
further subdivided into sections and chapters. Section A of Book 6 is on ground-water modeling.  

The unit of publication, the chapter, is limited to a narrow field of subject matters. This format allows 
flexibility in revision and publication as the need arises. Chapters 6A3, 6A4, and 6A5 are on the use of a 
particular transient finite-element numerical method for two-dimensional ground-water flow problems.  
These Chapters (6A3, 6A4, and 6A5) correspond to reports prepared on the finite-element model given the 
acronym MODFE and designated as parts 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Part 1 is on "model description and 
user's manual," part 2 is on "derivation of finite-element equations and comparisons with analytical 
solutions," and part 3 is on "design philosophy and programming details." Parts 1 and 3 have been released 
as Open-File Reports (see References, Torak (1992 a, b)) pending publication as Chapters 6A3 and 6A5 
respectively.  

Any use of trade, product, or firm names is for descriptive purposes only and does not imply 
endorsement by the U.S. Government.
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A MODULAR FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL (MODFE) FOR AREAL AND 
AXISYMMETRIC GROUND-WATER FLOW PROBLEMS, 

PART 2: DERIVATION OF FINITE-ELEMENT EQUATIONS AND 
COMPARISONS WITH ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS 

By Richard L. Cooley 

ABSTRACT 

MODFE, a modular finite-element model for simulating steady- or 

unsteady-state, areal or axisymmetric flow of ground water in a hetero

geneous anisotropic aquifer is documented in a three-part series of reports.  

In this report, part 2, the finite-element equations are derived by minimiz

ing a functional of the difference between the true and approximate hydrau

lic head, which produces equations that are equivalent to those obtained by 

either classical variational or Galerkin techniques. Spatial finite 

elements are triangular with linear basis functions, and temporal finite 

elements are one dimensional with linear basis functions. Physical 

processes that can be represented by the model include (1) confined flow, 

unconfined flow (using the Dupuit approximation), or a combination of both; 

(2) leakage through either rigid or elastic confining units; (3) specified 

recharge or discharge at points, along lines, or areally; (4) flow across 

specified-flow, specified-head, or head-dependent boundaries; (5) decrease 

of aquifer thickness to zero under extreme water-table decline and increase 

of aquifer thickness from zero as the water table rises; and (6) head

dependent fluxes from springs, drainage wells, leakage across riverbeds or 

confining units combined with aquifer dewatering, and evapotranspiration.  

The matrix equations produced by the finite-element method are solved 

by the direct symmetric-Doolittle method or the iterative modified 

incomplete-Cholesky conjugate-gradient method. The direct method can be 
efficient for small- to medium-sized problems (less than about 500 nodes), 

and the iterative method is generally more efficient for larger-sized 

problems. Comparison of finite-element solutions with analytical solutions 

for five example problems demonstrates that the finite-element model can 
yield accurate solutions to ground-water flow problems.  

INTRODUCTION 

This report is the second part of a three-part series of reports (parts 

1 and 3 are by Torak, 1992a and 1992b) that document the computer program 

MODFE (modular finite-element model), which simulates steady- or unsteady

state, areal or axisymmetric flow of ground water in a heterogeneous, 

anisotropic aquifer. The model incorporates a variety of physical processes 
necessary to simulate ground-water flow in the complicated settings that 

often characterize actual field problems. Flow may be confined, unconfined 

(using the Dupuit assumption), or a combination of both; known recharge and 

discharge may be distributed areally, along lines such as specified-flow 

boundaries, or at point sources and sinks such as pumping wells; and head

dependent leakage may be distributed areally, such as through confining 

units or wide riverbeds, or along lines such as narrow riverbeds. Confining 

units may be rigid or may have elastic storage capacity. Special nonlinear, 

head-dependent source and sink functions allow simulation of springs, drain

age wells, rivers or confining units combined with aquifer dewatering, and 

evapotranspiration.
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The material in the three reports has evolved over the past 10 years 
from material presented by the authors in the courses entitled "Finite
Element Modeling of Ground-Water Flow" held at the U.S. Geological Survey 
National Training Center in Denver, Colorado. These reports formalize the 
course material and incorporate valuable suggestions and comments from 
attendees of the courses.  

Features that appear to be new, at least to published finite-element 
programs for ground-water flow, include (1) the method of deriving the 
finite-element equations from a functional of the difference between the 
true and approximate solutions, (2) the method of approximating the vari
ability of transmissivity over an element so that the coefficient matrix 
does not have to be reassembled element by element each time the saturated 
thickness changes, (3) the method of treating decreases of aquifer thickness 
to zero under conditions of extreme water-table decline and increases of 
aquifer thickness from zero as the water-table rises, (4) the finite-element 
in time method for deriving (a) the finite-element equations for unconfined 
flow and (b) the functions for nonlinear, head-dependent sources and sinks, 
and (5) the method for incorporating transient leakage from confining units.  

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The purpose of this second part of the three-part series of reports is 
to derive the finite-element equations for the physical processes contained 
in the finite-element model. A knowledge of the physics of ground-water 
flow, as explained by Bear (1979), for example, is assumed. The differen
tial equations that describe the physics of the flow processes are stated 
and the situations under which they apply are briefly explained, but the 
equations are not derived here. Basic differential and integral calculus 
and the symbolic representation of systems of equations using matrix algebra 
are used extensively.  

This report is organized as follows. First, the basic differential 
equation and boundary conditions for unsteady-state flow in a confined 
aquifer are stated and the finite-element equations for this system are 
derived in Cartesian coordinates. Next, the finite-element equations are 
extended to include unconfined or combined confined and unconfined flow; 
decreases of aquifer thickness to zero and increases from zero; the non
linear, head-dependent source and sink functions; and transient leakage from 
confining units. Following this, finite-element equations are derived in 
axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates and in steady-state form for either 
areal or axisymmetric problems. Finally, two matrix solution procedures are 
presented: a direct factorization method and an iterative, generalized 
conjugate-gradient procedure combined with approximate factorization.  

Symbols used are defined where they first appear and in a special 
notation section at the end of the report. This should minimize confusion 
over use of similar symbols in different contexts.  

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

The author wishes to thank Lynn J. Torak for furnishing drafts of 
several of the illustrations and the draft of the section entitled 
"Comparisons of Numerical Results with Analytical Solutions."
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FINITE-ELEMENT FORMULATION IN CARTESIAN COORDINATES 

GOVERNING FLOW EQUATION AND BOUNDARY CONDmONS 

Ground-water flow in an aquifer where there are no discontinuities in 
transmissivity is assumed to be governed by the two-dimensional, unsteady
state flow equation (Bear, 1979, p. 103-116) 

a ha) aC T h ah~ 
(xTx xx + Ty -I + a Tyx 'h + Tyy axX ax xy ayj ay ax yy 8y

+ R(H-h) + W + P = Sah 
at, (1)

where

Txx(x,y,t) Tyx(X,y,t)

(x,y) - Cartesian coordinate directions [length], 
t = time [time], 

h(x,y,t) = hydraulic head in the aquifer [length], 
H(x,y,t) - hydraulic head at the distal side of a confining 

unit [length],

Txy (x, y, t) 

Tyy (xyt)

- symmetric transmissivity tensor written in matrix 

form [length2/time],

R(x,y, t) = 

S(x,y, t) = 

W(x,y, t) = 

P(x,y, t) =

hydraulic conductance (vertical hydraulic 
conductivity divided by thickness) of a 

confining unit [time- 1 

storage coefficient [0], 
unit areal recharge or discharge rate 

[length/time] (positive for recharge), and 

P 

1 J_6 y-b!)Qj(t) = designation using Dirac 

delta functions for p point sources or sinks, 
each of strength Q. [length3 /time] (positive

for injection) and located at x = a! and 
y = b!. J 

J 

Equation (1) is subject to the following boundary and initial 
conditions: 

1. At a discontinuity in transmissivity within the aquifer, hydraulic head 
and the component of flow normal to the discontinuity are unchanged as the 
discontinuity is crossed (Bear, 1979, p. 100-102). Thus, at a discontinuity 
in transmissivity between transmissivity zones a and b (figure 1),

ha I= hIb 

qnja = nib'

(2) 

(3)

where *la and *Ib indicate evaluation just within the a and b sides of the 

discontinuity, respectively, and qn(x,y,t) is the normal component of flow 

(specific discharge times aquifer thickness).

3
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q%=specified 
boundary flow

x 
Figure 1. A hypothetical aquifer that has a discontinuity in transmissivity 
between zones a and b.  

2. The normal component of flow across a boundary of the aquifer is given 
by the sum of specified and head-dependent flow components (Bear, 1979, 
p. 117-120). Thus, on this type of boundary

(4)q n = q B + a(HB-h

where 
qB(x,y, t)

a(x,y,t) 

HB(x,y, t)

= specified flow (specific discharge times aquifer thickness) 
normal to the boundary [length2/time] (positive for 
inflow), 

= a parameter that approaches infinity for a specified-head 
(Dirichlet) condition, is zero for a specified flow 
(Neumann) condition, and is finite and positive for a 
general or mixed (Cauchy) condition [length/time], and 

= specified head at the boundary [length].

Note that although equation (4) is usually used to specify external boundary 
conditions (see Bear, 1979, p. 116-123, for examples), it may also be used 
to specify internal sources and sinks such as rivers (which are idealized as 
lines) or springs (which are idealized as points).  

3. The hydraulic head is known everywhere at the initial instant of time, or

where
h=H ] 

H (x,y) = the initial head [length].  
O

(5)

For convenience in subsequent discussions, specified flow (a = 0 in 
equation (4)) and Cauchy (0 < a < - in equation 4)) boundary conditions are 
referred to as Cauchy-type boundary conditions, because the former is simply 
a special case of the latter. Specified-head boundary conditions are 
treated separately from Cauchy-type boundary conditions.
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FINITE-ELEMENT DISCRETIZATION

The finite-element method is used to solve equations (1) through (5).  
The basic concept underlying the finite-element method is that a complex 
flow region or domain may be subdivided into a network of subregions or 
elements, each having a simple shape (figure 2a). Each of these elements is 
then assumed to be small enough that at any instant of time the true solu
tion, h, of equations (1) through (5) may be approximated within the 

A 

element by a simple function, h. These local functions are continuous 
across element boundaries to ensure that the approximate solution is 
spatially continuous. Presumably, as each element is reduced in size and 
the number of elements is increased, the approximate solution approaches the 
true solution.

m
A)

k

B)

0 

D 

I 

:1 
C) 

cc 

r

n n+
TIME

I

Figure 2. (a) Hypothetical aquifer of figure 1 subdivided into spatial 
finite elements, and (b) variation of hydraulic head with time subdivided 
into time elements.  

The time domain of the true solution is similarly subdivided into 
elements (figure 2b), each bounded by two points in time at which local 
approximate functions are linked to form a piecewise continuous function of 
time. First the spatial functions are developed, then the time functions 
are superimposed.  

In the present report, spatial element shapes are assumed to be 
A 

triangles (figure 2a) and head, h, is assumed to vary linearly within each 
element. Element corners are called nodes. Because three points define a 
plane, the three nodes of each triangular element are used to define the 
linear function.  
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At any point within typical element e (figure 2a) having nodes k, 1, 
and m, the approximate solution may be written as 

h = Ae + Bex + cey, (6) 

where constants Ae, B, and C can be found from the simultaneous equations 
that must be satisfied at the nodes: 

hI= Ae + el+ ceyl, (7) e e e 
h = Ae + Bex + Cey 

m m 

Solution of equations (7) for Ae Be and Ce substitution of the results 
into equation (6), and rearrangement yields the final equation (Segerlind, 
1976, p. 28-30) 

A A A A 

h hN e + hlNe + hmN e (8) 
k k 1 1 m m 

where 

h. = h xiyi,tI, i = k,l,m, 

(9) 

N = (ai + bix + ci e/2Ae, i = k,l,m, 

and the N. are called basis (or coordinate) functions. In equations (9), 
1 

e 
ak =xlYm - XmY1, 

be 

k Yl - Ym' 
e 

ck =xm -x1 

e 
a1 =x myk - xkY, 

b Ym - Yk' (10) 

e c 1  X k xm 

e 
a =x kYl XlYk' 

be= 
m =Yk "YI' 

e 
c x -x 
m 1 k' 

and 

2 Ae = (xk- xm)(Yl Y) (Xm - xl)(ym Yk) (11) 

If nodes k, 1, and m are numbered counter-clockwise around element e, 

then Ae is the area of element e. Otherwise, Ae is the negative of the 
area. Following the counter-clockwise numbering convention is critical to 
maintain the proper signs of quantities in the finite-element equations to 
be developed.  
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i

+ S~ t-=t-tn 

CAt+ =tn+ I -tn 
z < tr(r=n,n+l)=time 

at time level r 

0tn tn+lI TIME 

Figure 3. Finite-element discretization of time using basis functions an and an+1 (after Zienkiewicz, 1971, p. 337).n 

Useful properties of the N. are given by Wang and Anderson (1982, 
p. 120) as: 

1. N. is 1 at node i and 0 at the other two nodes.  
2 

2. Ne varies linearly with distance along any side.  l 

3. N. is 0 along the side opposite node i.  i 

4. N. is 1/3 at the centroid of the triangular element.  
i 

e e Ne 
Another easily verified, useful property is that Nk + N1 + N = 1 at any 
point (x,y) in element e.  

An approximate solution over time is developed by using the same 
finite-element concepts used to derive the approximate solution in space 
(Zienkiewicz, 1971, p. 335-337). Finite elements in time are chosen to be 
one-dimensional, and basis functions a are chosen to be linear with a time 
node at each end of each element (figure 2b). If times at two time nodes 
are designated as tn and tn+l, and the length tn+l - tn of a time element is 

A 

Atn+, (figure 3), then hydraulic head h can be written for each space node i 

within each time element as 
A A A 

h.h h. (12 
hi = hi,n an ,n+l n+l' (12) 

where the basis functions are given by 

a =1 
n I At 

n+I (13) 
t'I 

U n+1- Atn+l' 

A 

= t-t , and h. = h. , r = n, n + 1. The basis functions a and a 
n ir i24J n n+l 

satisfy the first three properties listed for N. previously, modified 

accordingly for the one-dimensional nature of the time element.

7



Combination of equations (8) and (12) yields the final approximate 
solution 

A A A 

h = Zin 0n + hi +l N+l , i = k,l,m. (14) 
A 

Nodal hydraulic heads in equation (14) are calculated so that h approximates 
the true solution, as described in the following section.  

DERIVATION OF FINITE-ELEMENT EQUATIONS 

Assume that there are N nodes in the flow domain, and that we wish to 
solve for values of hydraulic head at all N nodes. The necessary equations 
are generated by the approximate solution of equations (1) through (5), 
which is commonly derived using either weighted residual methods (Zien
kiewicz, 1971, chap. 3; Norrie and deVries, 1973, chaps. 2 and 5; Pinder and 
Gray, 1977, chap. 3) or classical variational methods (Zienkiewicz, 1971, 
chaps. 3, 15, and 16; Remson and others, 1971, chap. 7; Norrie and deVries, 
1973, chaps. 3-6, 9, 10). In weighted residual methods, solution over space 
is generally carried out separately from solution over time. To derive the 
necessary equations, the approximate solution given by equation (8) is 
substituted into equation (1) to form a residual, which is then multiplied 
by each member of a set of N weighting functions and integrated over the 
flow domain. The resulting set of N equations is then manipulated using the 
boundary conditions (equations (2) and (4)) to yield a set of N ordinary 
differential equations in time, which are usually solved with finite
difference methods. A commonly used weighted residual method is the 
Galerkin method, where the weighting functions are the basis functions 

Ni, each of which is the union of all elemental basis functions N . A 

Galerkin in time method was given by Zienkiewicz (1971, p. 335-336) as an 
alternative to the finite-difference solution over time.  

The classical variational method involves use of a variational princi
ple, which is an integral that, when minimized over the flow domain, yields 
equations (1) and (4). Because this variational principal is equivalent to 
the flow problem, the approximate solution may be substituted into it, and 
the integral may be minimized with respect to each nodal value of hydraulic 
head to yield the required finite-element equations. Variational and 
Galerkin finite-element methods applied to equations (1) through (5) yield 
the same set of finite-element equations when the same approximate solution 
(for example, equation (8)) is used.  

Error-functional justification for the finite-element equations 

Another method that is closely related to the classical variational 
method is to fit the approximate solution to the true solution using an 

A A 

integral functional1 of the error, e = h-h. In this author's opinion, 
derivation of the finite-element equations with this method is easier and 
provides more direct insight into the nature of the solution in terms of its 
error than the other methods.  

1A functional is a function of a function. The integral is a function of the error e = h-h, and ; is 

regarded as a function of the values of h ; hence, the integral is a functional.  i,n+lecethinerliafucia.

8



A 

To be useful, the functional, termed l(e), must be defined such that 

A 
A 

(1) l(e) t 0, with equality occurring only if e = 0, (2) the true solution, 

h, can be eliminated from the final finite-element equations, and (3) 1(e) 

measures total (or integrated) error over the entire flow domain. The only 

error functional that satisfies these requirements and produces the same 

equations as produced by the Galerkin and classical variational methods is 

At nlA[TX A A] A AA 

A n~l F e 8e aee ae[ ae ae 
l(e) =Z Ia [ x • + Tx ay + TX ax + T 

e ax xxax xya ay yxx yy 

A 

^1; ~a 2e ^e2 d' 
+ Re2 + Sdxdy + Jee dC dt', (15) 

where the sum over e indicates the sum over all elements, the double 

integral over Ae indicates integration over spatial element e, and the 

contour integral over C e indicates integration over the side (if any) of 
2 

element e that is part of a boundary where a Cauchy-type boundary condition 

applies. For equation (15) to be valid, the matrix of transmissivities must 

be symmetric and positive definite, and R, S, and a must be greater than or 

equal to zero. The requirement for the transmissivities guarantees that the 
A 

sum of terms involving transmissivities is positive (or zero if e = 0) 

because this sum is a positive-definite quadratic form (see Hohn, 1964, 

p. 336, 338). Note that for ground-water flow problems, all of these 

requirements are satisfied.  

The approximate solution is fitted to the true solution by minimizing 
A 

1(e) with respect to the approximate solution, which leads to an error 

distribution in which the error at any point (x,y,t) is as small as possible 

A A 

as measured by 1(e). Because functional l(e) includes terms involving the 

error and its spatial and temporal derivatives, the minimization process 

minimizes the combination of the error and its derivatives. Magnitudes of 

T (etc.), R, S, and a indicate which types of terms are more heavily 
xx 

weighted, and thus have more influence on the solution, for any given 

problem. For example, if terms involving the error directly were heavily 

weighted (that is, R and (or) a were large) compared to the other terms, 

then the average (integrated) error should be small, but if terms involving 

derivatives were heavily weighted, then the average error might be large if 

large errors were required to make the average derivatives of the error 

small. This latter situation could arise if space or time elements were too 

large or were poorly configured.  

Minimization of equation (15) is accomplished by taking its derivative 

with respect to each value of h i,n+, = ,2,-.-,N, and setting each result 

to zero. Equation (15) does not also have to be minimized with respect to 

9



hi,n because an equation for time level n was created by minimizing equation 
A 

(15) with respect to h i,n+ for the previous time element. For the initial 
A 

time element, hi, is the known initial condition so that equation (15) is 

not minimized with respect to it. It can be readily verified that the 
result of minimization is 

1 Atn ~ C 0NC^] N 
hi nl i n+l ar r[Txx A A ? aA 
-A1 e e J ] e 

= E nC - + T ae 
1hin~ n 1 Jej [ax a.x x ayy y [yx ax 

A] A

N.Re + NS dxdy 
yy 1 iat

+ N aedC dt' = 0, i = 1,2,...,N, (16) C e 
2 

where summation over ei indicates summation over all elements sharing node 

i, termed a patch of elements by Wang and Anderson (1982, p. 12) (figure 4).  
A 

Terms for all other elements over the flow domain drop out because hin+1 

does not appear in the approximate solutions in these elements.  

S• . Element in 

patch sharing 
node i 

Figure 4. A typical patch of elements sharing node i.
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Equation (16) can be separated into two parts, one written in terms of 
A 

approximate solution h and the other written in terms of the true solution 

h. Thus,

Atl [ A jaN ei J0n+l e SA R(H-ý) - - + atI x

A 

ah 
ax

A 
A a x + T xy a

+ hih Ne[q~ + H lHhldcdt' 
+ h I dxdy - ]~e JB 

2

At nFr er e h 1  I 
Jn{+ eJ NiS - R(H-h) - W - P + -Tx -x n Ixx

aDy Ir• a

ax + T xy

+ a]] x1 
yy 8yj

Note that, to make each part of equation (17) complete, several terms were 

added to one part of the equation and subtracted from the other part. In 

appendix A the sum of the terms involving the true solution is shown to 

equal zero, so that equation (17) becomes

or [ N'[S - R( -ý 1I W P) +-i~eTx 0 A Jetn' e 8h R (H-h) W P a--- ~x 
A~ L0°ni ae e-SJ-ax-+

A 

ahh 
ax+

A 

ah + T 
ax xy

d A 
~h 
ayJ

Ty h dxdy - e [qB + aIHB- dC dt' = 0, i = 1,2,...,N.  

yy ayAJdC
(18)

Equation (18) represents the required set of finite-element equations.  
Performing the indicated integrations yields the final set of operational 

equations. However, before the integrations can be accomplished, the 

specific space and time dependencies of the various terms in the integrals 

must be specified, and two desirable simplifications are made.  

Integral approximations 
A A 

The first simplification involves the integrals of Sah/at, R(H-h), and 
A A 

a(HB-h). These integrals do not involve spatial derivatives of h and can be 

shown to contribute positive terms to the diagonal and off-diagonal elements 

of the final coefficient matrix for the approximate solution (Segerlind, 

1976, p. 216). In contrast, the integrals involving spatial derivatives 

contribute nonpositive off-diagonal terms and positive diagonal terms such 

that the sum of absolute values of the off-diagonal terms equals the 

diagonal term if all internal angles of the triangular elements are less 

than or equal to 90° (Narasimhan and others, 1978, p. 866). When specified

head boundary conditions are introduced, the coefficient matrix resulting

11
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from the spatial derivative terms is a type of M-matrix known as a Stieltjes 
matrix (Varga, 1962, p. 85), which is ideal for the iterative matrix 
solution technique introduced further on. In addition, a Stieltjes final 
coefficient matrix can be shown to guarantee a nonoscillatory solution to 
equation (18) when combined with proper restrictions in time-element size 
(Briggs and Dixon, 1968). Addition of positive off-diagonal terms to the 
matrix can destroy the Stieltjes matrix property, so that it is desirable to 

A A A 

replace the integrals of Sah/at, R(H-h), and a(HB-h) with integrals that 

contribute only positive diagonal terms. This replacement also simplifies 
the resulting finite-element equations so that their solution requires less 
computer time and storage than if the matrices resulting from the original 
integrals were used.  

In structural dynamics problems, replacement of the so-called 
consistent mass matrix (the matrix resulting from an integral involving 

A 

second derivatives of time that is analogous to the integral of Sah/at) with 
a diagonal approximation of the mass matrix has been reported to yield 
degraded results (Zienkiewicz, 1971, p. 326). Similar degraded solutions 
were reported when a diagonal approximation was used for advection-dominated 
advection-diffusion problems (Gresho and others, 1976). However, Narasimhan 
and others (1978, p. 863-864) argue that a diagonal approximation enhances 

the numerical performance when applied to the integral of Sah/at, and that 
retaining the nondiagonal form can lead to numerical difficulties. In 
addition, Wilson and others (1979) obtained good correspondence between 
analytical and finite-element solutions of equation (1) for several 
different test problems by usifig the same diagonal approximation, linear 
basis functions, and triangular spatial elements as used here. The author 
is aware of no study indicating degraded solutions when the diagonal 
approximation is applied to equations (1) through (5) using triangular 
spatial elements and linear basis functions, and the author's own numerical 
experiments have not revealed any significant degradation either. Finally, 
the author's analysis indicates that the method used here yields consistent 
mass balance over each patch of elements.  

The method can be demonstrated for one integral, and results for the 
other two are similar. The diagonal approximation is 

AeA 

SNea dxdy SN -- dxdy. (19) 

A A 
The quadratic function NR h/at is replaced by the linear function Nedhi/dt 

which, for constant S over the element (which is adopted for the present 
report), makes the approximation equivalent to the second-order correct 
trapezoidal rule (McCracken and Dorn, 1964, p. 161-166).  

Rotation of coordinate axes 

The second simplification, which is not an approximation, involves 
rotating the x and y coordinate axes locally, within each element, to axes 
x and y that coincide with the principal directions of the transmissivity 
tensor (figure 5) (Zienkiewicz and others, 1966). In the rotated coordinate

12



m

X 

esmissivity in the 

x direction 

QT - - tansmissivity in the 
y direction 

Figure 5. Rotation from global (x,y) to local (x,y) coordinates in 
element e having node numbers k, 1, and m.  

system, the only nonzero components of the local transmissivity tensor are 

the diagonal (principal) components, T-- and T--. Coordinates x and y are 

obtained by using the rotation equations 
0ee 

x = x cos e + y sin 0e 
(20) 

y = -x sin 0 + y cos 0 

where 0e is the angle of rotation of the axes, measured counter-clockwise, 
in element e (see figure 5). By replacing coordinates x and yand the 

original transmissivity tensor with rotated coordinates x and y and the 

diagonal transmissivity tensor, equation (18) can be transformed to become 

At [S A fe -A 
At 1  [& dh. I (HN. a 

e " o R -hd - W - rh + T-• e i I0n+1 e • dt a xa 

A A (21) 

+N O -- h- diýe + hi dC dt' = 0, i =1,2,...,N, 
+ay yy y ~dxdy - + d " iBi 

2 

where the bars over the variables indicate evaluation using x and y and 

equations like equation (19) were used to modify the appropriate integrals.  

Evaluation of spatial integrals 

To reduce notational complexity, the space and time integrations in 

equation (21) are performed in two separate steps. To perform the space 

integrations, it is assumed that S, R, and W are constant in each spatial 

element, and that T-- and T-- are linearly variable in each element as given xx yy 

by relationships analogous to equation (8). That is, 

e -e e -e e-e (22) 
T-- =T - N + T-- N + T-- N,(2 
xx xxk k xxll xxm m' 

and 

e -e e -e e -e 
T-- = T - + T--yN + T--yN (23) 
yy yyk k yyl I yym M

13



where Texxk' etc., are values of transmissivity at nodes k, etc., in 

element e. It is further assumed that qB and a are constant along any 

Cauchy-type boundary side of each element. The integration is performed for 
typical element e bounded by nodes k, 1, and m using the general formulas 
(Segerlind, 1976, p. 45) 

FF&e~ rgeq (&er dxd - !Og!r! 2A e (24) 

Je ) N]1 (p+q+r+2)! 
and A J (p+q+l))! Lkl' (25) 

where Lkl is the length of the element side between nodes k and 1. Thus, by 
A 

writing h using equation (8) and substituting the appropriate expressions 

for N., N.i/8x, and 8N./ay, i - k,l,m, the spatial integrals in equation 

(21) are evaluated for i = k (for example) as 
A A 

j Nfi d S - dxdy =Ie~e dhk 

e• S d t - ( 2 6 ) 
A 

] kRe k-h d .id y e e A~ jRf k- R(Hk h A (Rke h ,k) (27) 

Ae 

f fk Wdidy =W A (28) 

Ae 

ePdxidy e J Pef 6(xa!] 6 fi jQdxdy 
Ae Ae 

Z Ne b,'f, = ke (29) 
Pl ~k1 3j) QJ j ki' 

e A ~~ ier1 
T- h -- id I ki~ -e +e -e +e ge 

Sax dxdy = lei -a-x[xxk k xxl 1 xxm m 
A A

14



-N A A 

ax k hk + aT hh + a-] hm dxdy 

4.xx + eeh (30) 
e kA e l 

A4 

ra f qk(e kR + TS- -e +T ]Re ] 

~ay yya y~y yyl 1 yymm le ej 

A kA a 

a[ h k + CkClh_• (31) 

c2 

where Se, Re, and We are the constant values of S, R, and W in element e; 

Te I e e h + e m (33) 

C T-eh + k -1 1 T--I; 

T-e =iT~e_ Te + 34 
yy 3[ yyk +yyl yyTmj(34 

4A ek 

b.~ ~ 1 an c&k B + kclm, ar defne by eqain (10) ank vl uae using 

and y; We is the number of point sources and sinks in element e; Nk ajb3 

is the basis function for node k evaluated at point (a luaned using , 

are lengths of element sides between nodes k and 1 and between nodes k and 
m, respectively, on a Cauchy-type boundary. If a side is not on a Cauchy
type boundary, then L for that side is set to zero.  
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The term Pk represents the total amount of pumping that is allocated to ,k x 

node k in element e. If a well is located at node k (where a! = x and 
k 

bso that N-e[!S!,) = 1), then the pumping rate Q. can be allocated to 

one element so that when summed over all elements in the patch, the total 
rate is still Q .. For other points in element e, the rate allocated to node 

-k[-6'I 1 fo '•xkad(r 
k is less than the total rate Q. because Nfor / ý and (or) 

bj ' 'k" However, parts of Q. are also allocated to the other two nodes of 
-e -e -e 

the element so that, because Nk + N1 + R _ 1, the sum of the rates 

allocated to the three nodes is Qj, as required.  

By using equations (26) through (34), the spatial integrals for element 
e in equation (21) can be written as 

-hAe A -e A 

&e[S "k_ 8h + k -- -lh 
[- R1Hk - W - P + L T j T--,.3O dxd, 

A 

A~-~ 2 + +[Bk h)d 

dh ee A Al 
e k e e e e e e 1 e e e Ckk dt + gkk + v hk + gklhl + mhm - '3R A Hk - - A Pk 

2 [(BL)kl + (BL)km] - 2[(c~L)kl + (a)1Bk' 35 

where 
e e e 

c k S l (36) kk 3 

le e.e + [ L) + (aL km] (37) kk e 

e T-- -e-e TT- -e-e 
gkk bkk + CkCk, (38) 

4 Ae 4 Ae
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e Te -e-e gkl = '__x ibkbl 

4 Ae 

e TT- keme 
gkm =xx km + 

4A e

Te- -e-e 

4 Ae 

Te- -e-e 
4A Ce C

(39) 

(40)

A small alteration in the integral formulations given by equations (30) 
and (31) is useful for computations and in developments further on. Because

Ne + &o + &e = 1, the terms 
Nk 1 m 

( e N k

and _

+ -1 + _ h1 
ax axJ'i 

+ a-- + J= h

are both equal to zero and can be added into the terms

-e A a~k h -
h k ax

and
Sh k + 

ay

-e A 

+ aN 1^h 
ax

-e 
ON 1

-e A 
+ aNh + m 

ax

+ aN 
ay

A 

h 
m

in equations (30) and (31), respectively. The resulting modifications of 
equations (30) and (31) are

A 

Oh
T Xa dxd3 

A 

yy • dxdy

which indicates that

T2- e-e Th Ak) + fkb e-h hk]] = ll 1- h + cb m- h 
4Ae 

e 

T2 e -|kl I" A + -ec m" hk) 

4A eL 

e e e 
gkk = -gkl - gkm"

The revised formulation, which was used by Narasimhan and others (1978, 
e 

p. 875), saves both computer time and storage requirements because ge never 

need be explicitly computed using equation (38). An added advantage over 
the original formulation is that equations (41) and 42) generate less round
off error than equations (30) and (31) when solving the simultaneous systems 
of equations developed further on.

17
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Substitution of equation (35) into equation (21) written for node k
yields 

pAt+i nh (e eA le 
1 c e dhk +ge +ve + gel g+ ge RAe e e e 

ekJ j~ kk dtkk k k lmm kk 

- '[(qBLk (qBL~ [cLk (caL)lm]H kdt' - 0. (44) 

Equation (44) must apply to all N nodes of the finite-element mesh. These N 
equations can be written in matrix form as 

oAt t + 2 + h- Bdt. tn+ dt + A• - ) 0, (45) 

J+1n+1 d 
where 

A = G + V, (46) 

and doubly underscored letters indicate matrices and singly underscored 
letters indicate vectors. Entries of the matrices and vectors are defined 
as follows: 

e 

Cij = e.c ij, (47) 
1J to , i~'j 

Vij vi i = j 

V = e V (48) 

G.. - g e (49) 

[1ReAeH i e e p? Bi +Z (eL) e 
B e Z H[3 i + eA + + (q 1 (50) 

where the sum over j' indicates the sum over the two nodes that are adjacent 
to node i in an element.  

Specified-head boundaries were not considered in the preceding 
development. If node k was designated as a specified-head node, then 
equation (44) would be replaced by 

a n+lhk - HBkJ dt' = 0, (51) 

and this equation would replace equation k in matrix equation (45). Note 

that setting hk equal to HBk is formally equivalent to letting a - o at node 

k in equation (44).
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Example of equation assembly

A simple finite-element mesh shown in figure 6 is used to demonstrate 
how the terms of equation (45) are assembled. Matrices C and A, and vector 
B, are assembled separately, then these are used to obtain the final system 
of equations.  

Assembly is based on the patch of elements concept, where contributions 
to any equation i (that is, row i of C, A, or B) come from all elements 
sharing node i. By using this concept, C can be assembled to yield: 
(Note: In the following equations all zero entries are left blank.)

1

is 
3

2 3 . 4

I SlAl+s2A2I+S3A3) 

1s 2 A 2+S 3A 3)

5 

133 is A 
3

3

2 q=0

= flow normal to an element boundary

qB = specified flow normal to an element boundary 

ca = proportionality parameter for a Cauchy-type boundary condition 

HB = specified head at a boundary 

h = hydraulic head 

Q= volumetric recharge from a well at node 4 

Figure 6. Example of three elements and five nodes for demonstrating 
assembly of finite-element equations.
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Matrix A can be thought of as the sum of three matrices, a matrix composed 

e lee of the g.ij (i y4 j) terms, a matrix composed of the -R A terms, and a matrix 

composed of the aLij, terms. These matrices are defined as G, R, and a, 

respectively, where, from equations (37) and (48), R + a = V. For the mesh 
shown in figure 6,

1 

-(912+913)
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1 

21(aL) 13

2 3 4 5

12[ (L) 31+ (aL) 3 5]

.21(aL] 5 3

A 

Finally, the B vector, which contains all terms that do not multiply h or 
A 

dh/dt, is

3R 1, 3,+ A +1 2q1BJ 12 (q RAH +W 12 2 B 13 + 2 c 13 Bl 

IRA1 +R2A2)H + 1 +W2A2) + I(q

1(11~ + R2A2 +R 3A3) H + 
3 J3

1 C 1l 1 W2A2 W3A 3' [( (q 
31 W +W2W J B[L) 3 1 + B)5

+ 21[ (cL) 31 + (a~L35)1]H B3 

i(R 2 A2 + R 3A3) + j(W2 A2 + W3A3) + Q1 

3 3

and vectors dh/dt and h are

1 

2 

dh 

dt 

4 

5

* A 

dhl/dt 
A 

dh 2 /dt 

dh32/dt A 

dh3/dt 

A 

dh4/dt 
A 

dh5/dt
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A 
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The final set of equations corresponding to equation (45) can be written 

rAtnl dl+++-Bdt=0 
0 n+l A A A A 

at n+l C1 1 dh + A 11 h 1 + A 1 2 h 2 + A 13 h 3 - B dt' = 0 

At A t1 

n+l 2dh3 + A3 21 h1  + A2 2 h2 + A2 3 h 3 + A2 4h4  - B2 dt' = 0 

+0AnAlA*C33]dt 

A tnI Atn+l AA A A A A 

n+l 33 dh +3 3 2h 2 AD 3h 3 + 34 h 4A 35 5  3] =0 

J nd Idt 

n~l44dý +A 4 2 h2 + A 4 3 h3 + A 4 4 h4 +A45h5-B) t=0 

[ n+l dh A A A 

U n+l C 55  h5 +A 5 3 h3 + A5 4 h4 + A5 5 h5 dt B5] dt? 0 

where terms involving zero coefficients were omitted and an entry Aij is 

A.. = G.. + R.. +a ...  
Ij ij 1.Jj 

There are no specified-head nodes in figure 6. If node 2 (for example) 

is designated as a specified-head node, then the second equation above is 

rAtn+l (, A 

replaced by Ja n+l 2 - HB 2 dt' = 0 and h 2 is replaced by HB 2 in the 

remaining equations, i = 1,3,4, and 5, so that the terms Ai 2 HB 2 are regarded 

as knowns. To accomplish this, (1) all entries in row 2 and column 2 of 

matrices G, C, R, and a are set to zero except for entry (2,2) in matrix a, 

which is set to unity,=(2) row 2 in B is set to HB 2 , and (3) all other rows 

i = 1,3,4, and 5 in B have Ai2HB2 subtracted from them.  

Evaluation of time integral 

Time integration of equation (45) is performed using a formula that is 

analogous to equation (25): 

At l 
01l q dt' - pg At (52) 

10 nJ (p+q+l)! n+l" 
J0 

The simplest solution of equation (45) is obtained when coefficient matrices 

C and A and known vector B are constant in time. In this case, term by term 

integration of equation (45) yields
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JAt n+I A Atn+l da ^ A n 

dI an dt' = C. ii ___n + h or ]nidt' 

dti -ii in dt i,n+l dtJ 

1 2ii in+l _ i, ii'h (53) 

At n+l ^ Atn+l A f A an+idt' = A i J (h3 a n + hin+lan+l]C n+ldt' 

Atn+l Aij( hin + 3h fn+lj (54) 

f t n~l i fn+l 
=1 Boinan+lit Bit' = Atn+iBi (55) 

Therefore, equation (45) is evaluated as 

Sh n + Atn+l A- n + hn+l) =Atn+B. (56) 

Solution of equation (56) produces round-off errors, which can be 
reduced by solving for a change in head between time levels rather than for 

A 

the actual head values, h i,n+1. By defining 6 as 2/3 of the total head 

change between two time levels and substituting this into equation (56), a 
convenient equation for solution results. Thus, by defining 

6_ = 3 h~ -n) (57) 
A A 

hn+l = 2 + h and equation (56) can be written in the form -n~l -n 

C 1A 
+ 6 = B _Ah (58) (2/3)Atn+I - =-n 

Further reduction of round-off error is obtained by writing the diagonal 
A 

terms of G using equation (43) so that Gh can be written in terms of head S•=-n 
differences of the form of equations (41) and (42).  

A 

Equations (57) and (58) are used to solve for head vectors hn+l at all 

time levels successively, starting with n = 0 at which h 0 is the known 

initial condition. First, equation (58) is solved for 6 using one of the 
matrix solution routines discussed further on, and second, equation (57) is 

A A 

solved for h n+l' which becomes h for the next time level.
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The finite-element in time method given by equation (56) is equivalent 
to the weighted finite-difference in time method, 

h hi + At A h h At B (59) 
nl-n+l -j n+l I n (+5 

with weighting factor 9 equal to 2/3. The weighted finite-difference in 
time method is unconditionally stable for 0Ž1/2 (Smith, 1965, p. 23-24), but 
Briggs and Dixon's (1968) criterion shows that use of 0<1 can cause 
oscillatory solutions if Atn+l is too large. Bettencourt and others (1981) 

reported very good accuracy and only slight oscillations in a solution 
obtained with the finite-element in time method (9 = 2/3). In contrast, 
their solution to the same problem obtained with the well-known Crank
Nicolson method (9 = 1/2) (Crank and Nicolson, 1947) exhibited large 
oscillations with little, if any, improvement in overall accuracy over the 
finite-element in time method. Numerical experiments conducted by the 
author also show that solutions are accurate and exhibit minimal oscillatory 
behavior if the sizes of time elements are not too large (which is problem 
dependent).  

Time variability of B results if source-bed heads H, specified heads 
H B areal recharge W, or specified boundary flux qB change with time. A 

simple method of approximating this time dependence in the finite-element 
equations is to assume linear time variability during each time element so 
that during time-element n+l 

B=. a+B. (60 
Bi = Bi,nan i,n+l n+l (60) 

Thus, equation (55) is replaced with 

Atn+l Atn+l J B in 0 n+ldt' (Binan + Bi,n+ln+l) Un+ldt' 

= 1At (B. 2B.~ 1At Bi (1 
=6 n+l + i,n+lJ = 2 n+lii (61) 

where B. is a weighted average value of Bi over timespan Atn+l1 defined by 

i= l(Bi + 2B.i, (62) Bi 3 i,n i n+l.  

Hence, time dependence of known heads and fluxes may be incorporated into 
equation (58) by replacing B with B.  

Time variability of C, A, and B also results from processes such as 
unconfined flow, conversions from confined to unconfined flow (and vice 
versa), nonlinearity of stream-aquifer interactions, and discharges from 
springs, drains, or evapotranspiration. These types of time variabilities 
are treated in the sections covering these topics.  

Mass-balance calculation 

A mass balance based on equation (56) is needed to allow hydrologic 
budget analysis of the model and to assess the accuracy of the matrix 
solution methods discussed further on. Total quantities of water moved
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during the timespan At,+, are computed according to equation (61) as the 
product of weighted average discharges and Atn+I. To compute these totals, 

the mass-balance equations are formulated in terms of weighted average 
discharges and weighted average head, defined as 

1A 
2A 

h=ý +h~ 1  (63) S= tn + 3-n+l" 63 

By employing equations (56), (62), and (63), along with the definitions of 
the quantities in these equations, the system of nodal mass-balance 
equations is written as 

1 eee-Sn A e.ei-n+e Z• IseAe h ̂ n) - _Z ReAe(• - hi iAtn+l _ _Z.weAeAtn~ - PeAt 

2eN i 3ei. 3i e. i n+l 

j3l e.1ij i 

=1ic 'gie J- I hij Atn+l Q BiAtn+l IF2, qBL ij' 

i,~j 1 

+ (cL) ij '(RBi -ý i]1Atn+l 0, i 1 ,2,---,N, (64) 

where Q =0 unless node i is a specified-head node, in which case QBi is 

the volumetric discharge across the node (positive for inflow) obtained by 

direct solution of equation (64) for Q Bi Bars over quantities in equation 

(64) indicate weighted averages over time.  

To obtain the total mass balance over the flow domain, equation (64) is 
summed over i. When this is done, it can be seen that 

N N 
Z~ gr 1 j .efiji 0, 

iel jel eeijLj 

g j g i,'j +2e 

because gi = gji so that gij (j - + gi I 0. Thus, the 

components that should sum to give nearly zero are: 

1N se e A 

Total depletion or accretion of water in storage = 2 iI S iA h i 

1 e.L 
Total leakage across confining units = Z R•l e.eH i - Atn+l" 

3 e~ 

N 
Total areal recharge or discharge = i .WeAeAtn+l" 

3 i- e
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N P 
Total water pumped into or out of wells = z . = jAIQ At 

1=1 e.i I n+l j=l j n+l* 

N 
Total water crossing specified-head boundaries - J4 QBiAtn+l* 

Total water crossing Cauchy-type boundaries 

=2 J4 1,[ BL) ij, + (aL) ij' (Bi hi ])Atnl" 

j 

Average volumetric flow rates in time element n+l can be obtained by 
dividing the components by Atn+l, and running totals over time can be 

obtained by summing the components over all preceding time elements. The 
mass imbalance in time element n+l is obtained by summing the components, 
and a running mass imbalance is obtained by summing mass imbalances over all 
preceding time elements.  

EXTENSIONS OF THE BASIC EQUATIONS 

Unconfined flow 

When equation (1) is applied to areal flow in an unconfined aquifer by 
using the Dupuit approximation (Bear, 1979, p. 111-114), transmissivities 
are functions of the current saturated thickness of the aquifer, as follows: 

T = Kb 
= K(h - Zb)' (65) 

where b is the saturated thickness h - zb of the aquifer, h is the elevation 

of the water table above some datum, zb is the elevation of the aquifer 

bottom referred to the same datum, and subscripts x and y were omitted from 
T and K for simplicity. Because b is head dependent and varies in time, 
equation (1) is nonlinear, with transmissivities that are head dependent and 
vary in time.  

Time variance of the transmissivities can be handled in the same manner 
as time variance of B.. That is, the G.. coefficients, which contain the 

transmissivities, can be written for time element n+l as 
0.=.. a + G.. (66) 

Gij = Gtj,n n +ij,n+l'n+l' 

so that, by using the relationship Ai. = G.ij + Vi., equation (54) is 
replaced with 

"t n+ln 
A ij hji cn+1dt'
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_Atn+l.(A A 

r | [~l + a + V)AI h[nGij ,ncn Gn+l na + h.a n+idt' 

ijAtln n in+l +n 1j),n n h j,n 

A 

+ Atn+l (Gj n +3G j,n+l + 4V i)h jn+l (67) 

For an aquifer that remains unconfined (that is, h never exceeds the 
elevation of the base of an overlying confining bed) throughout the 

simulation period, matrix C is modified by replacing the storage 

coefficient, Se, in each element by specific yield, Se. Therefore, C is 
y 

constant in time. Conversions from confined to unconfined flow (and vice 

versa) and their effect on C is discussed in a later section.  

Use of equation (67) in place of equation (54) modifies equation (56) to 

+ + 3G + 4Vh

nn+l +n;n = n+l 

1 +2B 

+ 6'tn+l n + Gn+l + 2 hn = At n+l-B, (68) 

where equation (61) was used for B. Equation (68) can be written in a form 

analogous to equation (58) by using equation (57) and weighted average 
values of Gij, defined as 

d - n[G + 3G.. n (69) and 13 4 in ij,n+l) 

.= n + 2,ij ,n+l) (70) 

Thus, 

/ t ÷ + -hn (71) 
(2/3) Atn+l k + Y 

Define the terms 

0- Ke 
e xx -e-e -yy -e-e 
iU 4 Ae )i 4 Ae i 4J 

Then an off-diagonal element of G is given by 

G .. -fi Z- i [iZ j ' i ý4 j , ( 7 3 )
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where b is the aquifer thickness at node s = k,lm, and IZb is the average 
s 3s s 

aquifer thickness in element e, assuming that thickness varies linearly over 
the element. Computation of G.. using equation (73) requires reassembling 

1J 

G.. element by element each time thickness b is changed. An approximation 

that Cooley (1971) found to be good for a subdomain finite-element solution 
of axisymmetric, variably saturated flow problems avoids this reassembly.  
The approximation is to evaluate the head-dependent coefficient in G.. using 

the head half-way between nodes i and j. For the present problem, this 

approximation is equivalent to replacing 3sb in equation (73) with the 

average thickness between nodes i and j. Thus, the approximation is 

Gei+ b]d e = l~b1 + b (74) 

where 
2 

D.. = Z d .. (75) 
ij ei 1j 

Because aquifer thickness is dependent upon head, a means of predicting 
this thickness at an advanced time level, n+l, is needed prior to solving 
equation (71). A simple and effective method is the predictor-corrector 
technique described by Douglas and Jones (1963). In the predictor step of 
this two-step process, the previously calculated thicknesses are used in G 
to form an equation of the same form as equation (58). This equation is 
then solved for the head changes over the time element, and heads at the 
advanced time level are predicted based on equation (57). Aquifer 
thicknesses are then updated using the predicted head changes, and these 
updated thicknesses are used to form G and C. These matrices are used in 
equation (71) to solve for the head changes over the time element, which is 
the corrector step.  

The predictor step is expressed by the following equations. Based on 
equation (58), 

t + G + = - + V hn (76) (2/3)At n+I =n Y- = 

* 

where 6 is the predicted head-change vector and 

Gij. 1 ~(b.n + bj~n)Dij, i ,' j. (77) Gij,n 2 i,n , ' 

The thickness b. is A 

i,n bi = h. - z (78) i,n i,n Zbi' 

and b J,n is defined similarly. From equation (57), the predicted head 

*A 
vector, h n, at time level t n 1 is
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3 = 6 + hn (79) 
A 

The corrector step uses heads h to form the following corrector 
equations. Based on equation (71) 

(2/3)Atn+l + G + - - + (80) 

where G and G are the approximations of • and G, defined, using equations 

(69), (70), (74), and (79), as 

-'. = 41-lb +b + 3+ + b + 3 D6iD 4ij 1i,n j ,n) L1li,n j+bn 2j ij 

T6- +6j i,n i J D *b + bj] i + i+ , (81) 

and 

G.. =1rb +b + 2[+ b6+ + b + 3 *]D 
i ,n j i,n i j,n 2  ij 

(6* + 6+ bi.n +bjn]Dij, i ' j. (82) 

In practice, to reduce round-off error {C/[(2/3)At+ll + G + V}6 is 

subtracted from both sides of equation (80) to create a residual form of the 

equation so that 6 - 6 is actually solved for. Head change 6 is then 

directly computed as 6 = (6 - 6.* + 6*. The head at the end of the time 

element is calculated using equation (57).  

Mass-balance calculations could be based on equation (80). However, 
more information about the accuracy of the predictor-corrector scheme can be 
obtained by computing mass-balance components from an equation derived from 

A 

equation (71) in which 6 and _ are computed using hn+l, which is 

C C ____ V1 +• h~ B 

(2/3)At 6+ 0+ 6+ + = 

- 6 + 0+ V~+ 6 (2/3)At -

0, (83)
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where, by employing equations (57), (69), (70), and (74), it can be verified 
that 

=. -_ C.. + 6j)D ... (84) L 

Equation (83) becomes equation (64) when G is not time variant.  
A A 

Because = and G are computed using hn+l instead of h , 6 is only the 

approximate solution of equation (83). If the time element Atn+1 is too 

large, then the approximate solution will be poor, and this will result in a 
large mass imbalance as computed using equation (83). In this case, the 
time-element size should be reduced.  

The algorithm used to implement the predictor-corrector method is 
summarized by the following steps.  

*A 

1. Predictor: Solve equation (76) for 6 , and solve equation (79) for h 
S-* * ^ 

Then compute a predicted average head vector using h = 6 + hn 

2. Compute elements of G and G using equations (81) and (82).  

3. Corrector: Solve the residual form of equation (80) for 6 - 6", and 

compute the average head h using h = 6 - 6 + which is obtained by 

A* A A 

combining=h 6 + h n and h = 6 + hn" Compute 6 = + 6 

4. Compute the weighted average mass-balance components using equation (83).  

5. Update the aquifer thickness for the next time element using 

bn+l 2 + n' (85) 

which is obtained by using the definition of b and equation (57).  

6. Compute h n+l using 
h -1 + h, (86) 

-n+l 2- -" 

which is derived by combining equations (57) and (63).  

7. Advance the time-element index, n, define a new At n+l and return to 1, 
unless the simulation time limit has been reached.  

Drying and resaturation of nodes 

If the water table declines to the base of the aquifer at a node during 
a simulation, then the node is said to "go dry" (figure 7). Although the 
aquifer thickness at the node is zero, horizontal flow to or from adjacent 
saturated nodes can still exist by virtue of equation (74). Thus, the node 
should remain active and hydraulic head at the node should still be 
calculated. An approximate method of simulating this process is to solve 
the finite-element equation (equation (71)) using zero aquifer thickness at 
dry nodes. Because the storage term Cii is not altered when a node goes
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dry, this use of equation (71) assumes (1) that water is released from or 
taken into storage in the aquifer where the saturated thickness is greater 
than zero and in the material underlying the aquifer where the saturated 
thickness is zero, (2) that the specific yield of the aquifer and underlying 
materials is the same, and (3) that both of these sources of water 
contribute to horizontal flow in the aquifer. If the material underlying 
the aquifer is explicitly incorporated into the simulation as a confining 
unit (R > 0), then this unit serves to vertically convey water to or from 
the aquifer in addition to releasing or taking on stored water at dry nodes.  
Because dry nodes are active nodes in the flow system, solution of equation 
(71) can produce heads that decline below the aquifer base so that the water 
table can move laterally away from the dry nodes (figure 7). In this case, 
the computed heads at the dry nodes can be thought of as effective heads 
that allow approximation of horizontal flow in the aquifer near the dry 
nodes. If all nodes j adjacent to a dry node i also are dry, then, from 
equation (74), all G.. = 0, and horizontal flow in the aquifer near the dry 

node ceases. Water table decline at the dry node will also cease unless the A 

underlying unit is a confining unit (R > 0) and hi > Hi, or the node is on a A1 
1 

Cauchy-type boundary (a>O) and hi > H Bi or known sources and sinks in B.  

are negative, which is treated below.

If a 
goes dry, 
sustain.

pumping well (or other specified sink) is 
then the net discharge at the node is too 
This incompatibility must be rectified by 

A 
hl,mn 

e 

^hm,n 

hm,n+] m.•q-.'" 

bm,n+ I

located at a node that 
large for the aquifer to 
the investigator.

I bk n+1l= JA 
hk,n+l

A 
hi,r (i=k,l,m ; r=-n,n+1)=computed hydraulic head at node i 

and time level r
bir (i=k,l,m ; r=n,n+1)=saturated thickness at node i and 

time level r 

V Water table

Figure 7. Node k 
simulation.

in element e drying up as the water table declines during
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However, to allow the simulation to continue, and to suggest how much 
discharge the model can supply, the following automatic procedure is 
followed. If the net specified flux is negative at a node that is predicted 
to go dry at the end of a predictor step, then the net flux at the node is 
permanently cut in half beginning with the corrector step. Discharge can 
continue to be reduced by a factor of two on subsequent time elements if the 
node continues to go dry. If this procedure is insufficient to maintain a 
positive saturated thickness, the head at the node may drop below the 
aquifer base, and the dry node may at least temporarily supply water to the 
sink, which is physically unrealistic. However, the results of this 
procedure should indicate to the investigator how the model input could be 
changed to yield a physically compatible situation.  

Combined confined and unconfined flow 

Equation (1) can be applied to a problem where there is confined flow 
in some areas of the aquifer and unconfined flow in other areas. In this 
case, conversion can take place from one type of flow to another at any time 
or place in the aquifer (figure 8). Where flow is confined, the storage 
coefficient in equation (1) is the artesian storage coefficient, S, and 
transmissivity is constant in time. Where flow is unconfined, the storage 
coefficient is the specific yield, S , and transmissivity is time variant, 
as given by equation (65). y 

If flow at node i converts from confined to unconfined, or vice versa, 
during time-element n+l, the time interval Atn+1 is divided into two 

subintervals, 0 iAtn+1 and (1-0 i)Atn+l, where 0. is the unknown proportionate 

point in the time interval when node i converts. The storage-change term 
analogous to equation (53) is then approximated as the sum of the two 
storage-change terms resulting from treating the two subintervals as 
subelements, each having its own basis functions and approximate function 
for hydraulic head. Thus, for the subinterval 0iAtn+1 

A A (1) (1) 
h. =h. a +z zta ' (87) 

where h I ,n n ti 

(1) _ n+l 
1 = 1 (88) n 0.  1 

( -
0n+l (89) 

00.  

and zti is the elevation of the top of the aquifer and equals the head at 

node i at time tn + OiAtn+l. For the subinterval i-0i)Atn+l, 

A (2)+ A (2) 
= ti i,n+l'n+l' 

where 
a(2) n 
0  1-0.' (91) 

I

(2) = 1 - n (92) 
n+l 1-0." 

I
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Figure 8. Cross section showing conversion from confined to unconfined flow 
at time t near a well pumped at volumetric rate Q.  

By using equations (87) through (92), the integrals involving the storage term 

C ii(see equation (53)) for both subintervals are formed and evaluated as 
i(1

i At 

.n+l dh. (1 ) dt, 
J0 11dt 0

) iAtn+1[h da()1 

=cii to i,n dt - 'ti

0 -a j 1 dt' 

dt 19

(93)

and

(2) rt n+l = C~ii I zti 
3•j ittin 
a0 At n+1

(2 . n) (2) 

dt +hi,n+l dt a n+1dt'

21 i,2) n l 
_2 iii i,n+1 - ztij'

(94)

whre (1) (2. ste.trg 
where C.. is the storage term before conversion, and C.2) is the storage ii ii 

term after conversion.  
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The required finite-element equation for node i and time-element n+l is 
obtained by summing the equations for the two subintervals, so that the 
storage-change term is the sum of equations (93) and (94). This sum is one
half the total change in water stored during time element n+l (Prickett and 
Lonnquist, 1971, p. 40-41; Trescott and others, 1976, p. 10-11; and Wilson 
and others, 1979, p. 52). It is instructive to note that this sum can be 
w r i t t e n a s 1t __( i + - z j l it(1) -Z h.n + ic2) U zti 2 ii zti i,n 2 ii ii,n+l ti 

I n(l)~ hin + i•(2) h~nl- hi.n - •cii(zti -~'~1 

=2[Cýi) + zCti) - Ci 2)iii nnl ,n+l _in( 
3- i 1 (95) 

A 

where 
A zti hi,n 

Oi = A A (96) 
hi,n+l- hi,n 

Therefore, if head is assumed to vary linearly within time-element n+l, 0.A 
is an estimate of 0. and the term in brackets defines an effective storage 

coefficient for time element n+l.  

By making use of equations (95) and (96) and approximating the sum of 
terms of the form of equation (67) for the two subintervals by the analogous 
term (equation 67) for the entire time element, an equation of the form of 
equation (68) may be written to include the possibility of one or more 
conversions within time-element n+l as 

5(2) [n+l- 'nJ + ;n) 2) [ - bnJ +Atn+l(2n+ 3Gn1 + 4XJ-n+l 

+ n+l (n+ 2 n+l + 2h n = Atn+l•' (97) 

where C1) = C.. for all nodes that do not convert in the time interval JJ JJ 
At n+l and z t is the vector of nodal aquifer-top elevations. Hence, the 

equation to replace equation (71) is 

I - + + S h + z h (2/3)Atn+1 Y = - + h-n + tt -nj (98) 

The predictor-corrector method is used to solve equation (98). For the 
A* 

predictor step, the predicted head vector h is obtained using equations 

(76) and (79) with C = C(i) These predicted heads are used to determine 
which nodes, if any, convert during the time interval and to estimate the 
saturated thickness for all nodes that are either unconfined during the 
entire time interval or convert from confined to unconfined conditions 
during the time interval.  

A * A 

Predicted heads hi were found to be poor estimates of h i,n+ for nodes 

that convert from confined to unconfined conditions; thus, they cannot be 
directly used to calculate saturated thickness for the corrector step. This 
problem occurs because the artesian storage coefficient is usually several 

A orders of magnitude smaller than the specific yield, so that unless S .1=1,
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the change from (.) to (2 ii (i0 1 is large. It was also found 

that total storage changes during confined to unconfined conversions are 
usually determined much more accurately in the predictor step than the head 
values. Therefore, an expression that can be used to revise a predicted 

head can be developed by equating the predicted change in storage, Cii 

hi, , to the change in storage calculated with the conversion, to obtain 

2A A 
Ai _~)z h hi,n + C (2) - z~j -Cý,)[* _ h i,nJ, (99 

where hi is the revised predicted head. Solution of equation (99) for h.  

yields 1(A, 
)• ] 1 ii 1 zti zti" 

i= 11C2) + (100) 

(1) (2)A A, 

For confined to unconfined conversions, C(I) << C.2) so that h. - h. is 
ii ii i'n i 

A A* A* 

much smaller than h. - h.. However, if h. predicts a conversion, so 
A, 3f, n I 

will h..  
1A 

The corrector step incorporates any possible conversions. If hi < zti 
A A A* 

< h. or h. < z t < hi, then a conversion is assumed to have taken place.  < h,n i~n zti 1 

The corrector equation is 

[ (2 C(2) -C 1 (1) A 

(2* -t (101) 
(2/3)Atn+1 . . .- n At n+L 

-* * A, 

where entries .ij and .ij are computed using hi or h. as appropriate.  

As in the case of purely unconfined flow, the magnitudes of the errors 
generated by the predictor-corrector method are indicated by the mass
balance errors. If the errors are large, then the time element sizes should 
be reduced.  

Point head-dependent discharge (springs and drainage wells) 

The discharge rate from springs or drainage wells varies with the head 
in the aquifer and declines to zero as the head declines to some elevation 
z (figure 9). Discharge is zero as long as the head remains below z .  Zp p 

Discharges from springs or drainage wells may be simulated by adding a point 
head-dependent sink function to equation (1) to give an equation of the form 

Bxx xx Lx + Txy L + y ITyx h + Tyya 
+R(H-h) + S + W + P = S-ah (102) 

p at*(12 

The term S is the sink function, given by 

pp PP 

S = Z 6(x-a'JA6(y-b'j)Qp., (103) 
p = 1j pj)Qpj
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Land surface -.-- /Point where discharge is 
Watertableassumed to be concentrated 

i~ii•.I•! . ... .... . J ... ... . h=hydraul'c head 

z =controlling elevation 

Datm 

Figure 9. Cross section showing configuration of water-table position, V, 
and controlling elevation for point head-dependent discharge functions.  

where %j is the volumetric rate of head-dependent discharge 

[length3 /time] (negative for a sink) at point (ap' pj,' and there are p p Pp 

such points. Discharge pj is assumed to vary linearly with head as long as 

head is greater than z . Thus, it is calculated from P 

Q = {pj(Zp- h), h, z (104) 
QPJ , h _<f z 

P 

where C p is a function of hydraulic conductance of aquifer materials in the 

vicinity of the spring or drainage well [length2/time]. Nonlinearity of the 
sink function results from the fact that the form of the function is 
dependent on the head in the aquifer.  

To incorporate equations (103) and (104) into the finite-element 
equations, it is assumed that the point sinks are located only at node 
points. Hence, spatial finite-element discretization is applied to 
equations (103) and (104) to yield 

E,• PP E _,) _ ijQdjd 
ef 1 -1 p 

( 

where Qpi (105) 

A { pi (106) 
and subscp i i e tz p i 

and subscript i indicates that the quantity is at node i.
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Case 1. Head above zpi through

out the time element 
ýi'n+l 1 i~n 

A A 
hiknl lEAn~

zpi

Case 3. Head rises above Zpi 

within the time element 

A 

A

Datum

Case 2. Head drops below zpi 

within the time element 

A 

Ai'

Case 4. Head below zPi through

out the time element

zpi
AA 
hi~~ 

i,D+ Ain+

Datum 

Zpi = controlling elevation at node i 

hi,r (r=n,n+1) = hydraulic head at node i and at time level r 

Figure 10. Four possible cases involving change in head over time element 
n+l during which there is point head-dependent discharge.  

To time integrate the sink function, four cases involving the change in 
A 

head h. over time element n+1 must be distinguished (figure 10). If the 

sink function changes form within the time element, then the element is 
divided into two subintervals, OiAtn+l and (1 - 0i)Atn+l, defined by 

proportional change-over point qi. Because head is assumed to vary linearly 

within the time element, Oi is defined by 
A

zh. - h.  

hi,n+l hi,n 

Formulations for each of the four cases in figure 10 are as follows:

(107)
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1. Head above zpi throughout the time element.  

rAtn+I rAtn+l A 

Jo - h i aon+dt' = J Cpiz pi- hi,nan hin+lan+l an+idt' 

1r A -A 
6 -At C.Iz .p h.n + 2,z np h. i I. (108) 

2. Head drops below z . within the time element. This sink function must 

allow for linear variation of head from h. to z . during the time interval 

tn to tn + OiAtn+l' after which the sink function vanishes.  

fAtn+l A [Atn+l 

ZPi - hi cn+ldt' JO CPizpi _hi nn - hin+lan+l an+ldt' 

ri n+lr A A A '~ 

Cn ^ in) At n _+d+l] 

C Atn+C pi - hi ' (109) 

where equation (107) was used to eliminate h i,n+I.  

3. Head rises above z . within the time element. This sink function must 
p3.  

A 

allow for linear variation of head from z pi to h.i,n+ during the time 

interval t + 0 A to t , before which the sink function vanishes.  n 4in+l tn+l' 

rAt n+l A) [n+lr A A J Gi(Zpi - hiJ on+ldt' = CpiZpi - hin n hi ,n+an+ll an+ldt' 

= 0piiAtn+l[ZPi - - •ihi'n+l)l - h in+lo-n+l an+ldt'
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S A r tn+ [ onj 
SCpi-Zpi hi,n+l]] iAt n+l( - I V •Jn+ldt' 

= i- hpi n+I, (110) 

A 

where equation (107) was used to eliminate h i,n' and 

Oi(Li + 1) 1 (111) 
2 

4. Head below z . throughout the time element. The sink function vanishes 

during the entire time element.  

To obtain the terms that add into equation (71), the results of cases 1 
through 4 must be multiplied by -2/At n+ and converted to residual form 
using equation (57) to give 

I _ Zpi hZpin Ai ]~ 
1. 3 Ccpi[Zp - hin + 2 hi,n+I 

( A 

1 2 A 

2. - Cpi.Zpi -hi .n (113) 

2. 2( C _ _iL 13 

3. -j[i- •Cpi(Zpi-hi n+l] 

= (- i 6. - 1 C pi (Zpi hi .n (114) 

4. No formulation.  

Addition of these terms into equation (71) consists of adding the 
coefficient of 6. (that is, CGi or (1 - 40)C p) into matrix V and adding the I1 A pi 1 p1 

term containing z pi - hi,n onto the right-hand side. Because 0 i is unknown 

at the beginning of the time element, the predictor-corrector method is used 
to solve the modified equation (71).  

A 

A The predictor step is initiated by checking whether h. i • ! z pi or 

h. < z .. If the former is true, then case 1 is assumed and if the latter 
i,n p1 

is true, then case 4 is assumed. Prediction equation (76) is then solved 
A* 

with the appropriate terms added in, and predicted heads h are obtained 
using equation (79).
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H = hydraulic head at 
top of confining 
unit or riverbed 

Potentiometric Confining unitor 
surface riverbed sdmet 

zd elevation of top 
t of aquifer 

h = hydraulic head Aqdifer 
Confined Unconfined 

Datum 

Figure 11. Cross section showing aquifer dewatering beneath a confining 
unit or riverbed sediments having low permeability.  

A* A 
To initiate the corrector step, heads h. and h. are checked to 1 i,n 

determine which of cases 1 through 4 apply. If case 2 or case 3 applies, 
then qi is estimated from A 

z . -h.  A i 1,n (115) 

h. -h.  
I i,n 

Predicted head h. was found to be a good prediction of h i,n+ unless the 

time-element size was too large. The corrector equation is formed by adding 

the appropriate terms into equation (80), in which G and G may or may not 
be time variant depending on whether flow is unconfined or confined.  

Areal head-dependent leakage combined with aquifer dewatering 

Vertical leakage through a confining unit overlying an aquifer being 
dewatered, or leakage through the bed materials (assumed to have low 
permeability) of a river that is wide enough that it cannot be considered to 
be a line source or sink, may be simulated using a function in equation (1) 
similar to R(H - h) (figure 11) (Prickett and Lonnquist, 1971, p. 33-35).  
The difference is that in the present case the maximum rate of leakage to 
the aquifer is attained when the head in the aquifer declines below the base 
of the overlying confining unit or riverbed sediments. Any further decline 
in head results in a constant rate of leakage. There is no maximum rate of 
leakage from the aquifer when the head rises above the base of the confining 
unit or riverbed sediments. With this leakage function included, equation 
(1) may be written as 

OxTXX x +xyy +Oy Tyx0x +y-y 

Oh 
+ R(H -h) + S + W + P = S t, (116)
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whee = a a(117) 
w h e r ea ( H - h ) , h > z t 

a {Ra(Ha zt), h t zt 

In equation (117), Ra is the hydraulic conductance [time-1 of the confining 

unit or riverbed sediments overlying the aquifer, Ha is the head at the 

distal side of the confining unit or riverbed sediments, and zt is the 

elevation of the base of the overlying confining unit or riverbed sediments.  

The term R(H - h) is retained in equation (116) to allow for a confining 

unit underlying the aquifer.  

Spatial finite-element discretization applied to equation (117) results 

in an equation analogous to equation (27). Therefore, the leakage term 

resulting from the patch of elements for node i can be written 

(H h h. > (18 
{ai ai - i ' ti 

Q ai = 1 

(z 

LCai(Hai zti) hi - zti 

where = RaA a , (119) 
Cai 3e .a 

and Qai is the volumetric flow rate at node i [length3 /time] from leakage 

through the overlying confining unit or riverbed sediments.  

Four cases similar to those developed for the point head-dependent sink 

functions (figure 10) are used to integrate equation (118) over time. The 

time element is divided in the same manner into two subintervals if the head 

in the aquifer crosses the base of the overlying confining unit or riverbed 

sediments within the element. For convenience, the same designation Oi is 

used for the changeover point in time. The four cases can be expressed as 

follows: 

1. Head above z ti throughout the time element.  

C t+l A b Ci (H~ - h i)CFj l t 

- C ~n+l [A +( 
Cai0 f [ H ai,n- h i , nan+ (Hai,n+l - h i,n+l) Crn+11 an+l dt' 

1 A[H A _ Ai~~ = A Call - h + 2Hai,n+l -h (120) 6 6An+l ai- ai-,n i,n Lanl -nlj
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2. Head drops below zti within the time element. This function must allow A 

for linear variation of head from hi,n to z ti during time interval t to 

t n + iAtn+l' after which the head-dependent function is replaced by a known 

function.

fai (Hai - hi )n+idt' + At Cai(Hai - ztian+idt' 

J 0 Li~t n+l

O.At n 1 

C aiH ai n+dt' 
a0

IAtn~ = Cin+1

At 
A [ n+l 

Caihian+idt' - CaiZti'n+idt 
J~Atn+

Hai, n n + Hai,n+lan+lj n+ldt'

iAtn+l +h Ai _ nin ) + ai [hi nan + i + h. i n) Jn+l dt'

Atn+I 

- CaiZtii a n+1 dt' 
Ji tn+l

6 Atn+lCai [Hain h. t,n 2(Hai,n+l zti

+ jl - _J2)Atn+iCai[Hai,n - zti + 2(Hai,n+l - zt.i)]I (121)

where equation (107) was used to eliminate hin+I, 

3. Head rises above zti within the time element. This function must allow A 

for linear variation of head from zti to h i,n+ during the time interval 

tn + 0i Atn+l to t n+l, before which the head dependent function is replaced 

by a known function.
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f iA tn

L [Atn+l 
CaiHai - zti)an+ldt' a JoiAtn+l

jtn+lCaiH .ian1at' - fiAtn+1 J0 .0

C r H a - h iJU +l dtl

[At+l A 

C aiz tian+idt' - I Caihian+ldt' 
aJiAt n+l

a Atn+l 

(ai ,n n +ai n+iun+i) n+idt -ai ti f Lod

rt n+l A C A l 
- Cai | tl ihi,n+l i,n+l n+l n+l dt 

J1iAtn+l C [h2 

= 1 itn+l ai ain ti + 2Hai,n+l zti] 

+ 6(l Oi-)"Atn+lCai[Hain zti + 2(Hain+l hi,n+lI, (122)

where equation (107) was used to eliminate hin, and 0! 
equation (111).  

4. Head below z ti throughout the time element.  

Ctai (Hai - zti an+1 dt'

Atn+ = CiJn+l

is defined by

[Hai,n - ztiton + LHai,n+l- ztitjn+l] an+ldt'

itn+iCai[Hai,n - (Hain+l

As for the point head-dependent sink functions, the terms that add into 

equation (71) are obtained by multiplying the above results by - 2 /Atn+l and 

converting to residual form using equation (57). The results are:
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1. 3Cai ~aijn - ,in + 2(Hhn i n+lj 
if A A 

1.CIHH h h. 2(~ +l 2h. hi' 
. 3ai[n ai,n h n,njh (124) 

2. h i + 2( h z i(n2 
a. " 33~a ain ai,n n ai,n+l n] 

- fi - JiCai[ai - ti 2(Hai~n+I- ztijl]. (125) 
2 1 

2. 3iCai[Hai,n hti + 2(Hain+l zt'i)] 

- Cai [ ai,n z ti + 2lHain+l -h.(J5 
3. -1 ' C 6 t 1 ( 

=i UI [aii -i + 2iainn+I ztiJ] 

- - 1a[i ai,n ti + 2(Hain+l - hi]. (126) 

4. l 0!Cai [Hai,n - zti + 2 (ai,n+I zti ]].] (126) 

4. -C-[Hti + 2(H. - zj] (127) 

The terms in the above four cases are incorporated into equation (71) and 
the predictor-corrector method is employed in exactly the same manner as for the point head-dependent sink functions.  

Areal head-dependent discharge (evapotranspiration) 

Another areally distributed function allows for discharge-only processes such as evapotranspiration (figure 12). The rate of discharge 
from the aquifer is assumed to reach a maximum when the water table (or head 
in the aquifer) reaches the top of the aquifer, which is land surface. The minimum rate of zero is reached when the head declines to some lower 

threshold elevation (Prickett and Lonnquist, 1971, p. 37-38). This 
discharge function occupies the same position in equation (1) as S (see 
equation (116)) and is stated in the form a 

'Re { e - zt)l, h zt 
She R e[ze )h) ze < h < zt, (128) 

e 

where Re linearly relates the discharge rate to the head difference, ze is 
the elevation below which the function vanishes, z is the elevation of the 
top of the aquifer, and zt > z . An expression for R is (Prickett and 
Lonnquist, 1971, p. 37) e e 
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v 

R = e (129) 
e d' 

e 
where 

zt = z (130) 

and v is the absolute value of the maximum unit discharge rate 
e 

[length/time] due to evapotranspiration from the aquifer.  

Spatial integration of equation (128) is performed by using the same 

process used for equations (118) and (119). Therefore, 

C ei ei zti)h hJ - z ti 

Qei = Zei J Zei < hi < zti' (131) 
A 

hi < Zei 

where1 
w1 _ ReAe (132) 
ei 3e. e' 

and Qei is volumetric discharge at node i [length3 /time].  

Time integration yields nine separate cases (figure 13) involving the 
A A 

positions of h. and h. relative to zei and zti, and the time element 

is divided into either one, two, or three subintervals depending on the case 

applying. Changeover points in time are designated 4ti and .ei to conform 

with the changeover elevations zti and Zei, so that 

Land surface zt= upper controlling 

'IL 

elevation 

Ground-water 
discharge Water table h = water table 

_ elevation 

de=Zt-Ze Sa 

Ze = lower controlling 
elevation 

__ Datum 

Figure 12. Cross section showing configuration of the water table and 

controlling elevations for evapotranspiration type of head-dependent 
discharge.
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Case 1.  

i,n i,n+l kin+lZ k~n

A + InA

Case 2.  

kin+l 

Case 3.  

A 

Ain~

Case 5.

Ai,n

Case 8.

kin

zti 

Zei

A

Datum

zti

Zei 

Datum

Case 6.

zti 

Zei

zti 

Zei

A

Aiin

Datum

An+l

Case 9.  

A 
Ai,n+1 

hi,n -

Datum

zt = upper controlling elevation at node i 

Zei = lower controlling elevation at node i 
A 
hir (r=nn+1) = hydraulic head at node i and at time level r 

Figure 13. Nine possible cases involving change in head over time-element 
n+l during which there is areal head-dependent discharge.
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Oti =

and

A 

zti h i,n 
A A 

hin+ - hi,n
(133)

A%

z . -h.  
ei - in Oei - A A 

h. h.  hin+I i,n 

The cases are as follows.  

1. Head above zti throughout the time element.  

Atn+l 

J ei ei zti)+idt' = Atn+ICei(Zei zti 

2. Head drops below z ti but stays above zei within the time element.

Jti Atn+1 

0

At
1n~ 

C i (Z ei - z ti) crn 1dt' + J 0 t A t I

(134)

(135)

C i(Z. - h i) an+l dt'

OtiAtn+l 

= Cei(Zei - zti)J0 aon+dt' 

At 1n+l A -
A 

+ i t1At n+1Z i - ti -0ti hi, n+l) 1 n 0 i- h in+lurn+I orn+l dt'

= 14'iAt Cei z 
2 ti n+1 ei (ei

- zti) + - i_ -Azti 2 2(z -Z hin+l]] (136)

where 0ti is given by equation (111) with Oti replacing Oi" 

3. Head rises from between z . and z t to above z t within the time 
element. et tiz

4ti Atn+l Atn+! 

1 0 t -_ h n+l.dt' + At
C ei(Zei - zti)an+Idt'
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Oti t n+l A A 

= ief" [zei - •li'nn - zti - i,n]ti + hi, ]0+]an+ldt' 

Atn+l 

+ Cei(Ze - zti)J An+Idt' 

4ti tn+l 

l2.At i .[zei hin + 2(Zei - zti] + 2jI- 2ti Atn+iCei.Zei ztiJ (137) 

4. Head stays between Zei and zti throughout the time element.  

Atn+i At 1n+l f ei zei h ian+Idt' = Ceifo [(Zei - hi'n)an + (Zei -h in+l a n+l]an+idt' 

6 Atn+lcei[Zei hi, + 2 Zei h. n+ij (138) 

5. Head drops from between z eand zti to below z ei within the time element.

4ei Atn+I 

tol n~lCei (Zei hi ,n+ldt'

= ei Atn+l 

e iJ0 ei- hi, na i + n lan+l d Ln (nel ei 

- •iAtn+iCei( - hin. (139)
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6. Head rises above zei but stays below z within the time element.  

Atn+l Atn+l 

C ei(Zei - hijon+ldt' = C ei ei - (Zei- -eihi,n+1)l-0i 

ei At n+1 eiAtn+l 

A A 

-hion+l n+l an+dt' = •1l - OeiJAtn+lCeizei - hin+lJ, (140) 

where 0ei is given by equation (111) with ei replacing •i 

7. Head stays below Zei throughout the time element. The discharge 

function vanishes within the entire time element.  

8. Head drops from above z ti to below zei within the time element. This 

function must allow for constant discharge during timespan t to t 
n n 

+ 0 tiAt n+ and head-dependent discharge during timespan tn + 0 tiAtn+l to tn 

+ 0 eiAtn+l and must vanish during timespan tn + 0 eiAt n+lto t n+ The 

head-dependent discharge can be expressed as a function of 4ei' 4ti' zei' 
A A 

and zti by eliminating hi,n and hi,n+I using equations (133) and (134).  
A A A 

First h i,n+ is eliminated by solving equation (134) for h i,n+l then hi,n 

is eliminated by combining equations (133) and (134) to get 

h _ei Zti - tiZei 
hi,n = ei _ Oti (141) 

Thus, 

4 )tiAtn+l OeiAtn+l 

SCeiZei - zti)an+idt' + (CeiZe - hi)an+ldt' 
0 4t~t~ 

[OtiAtn+l [Oei Atn+l 
ei(Zei zti)J° an+idt' + CeiJ ZtiAtn+lzei hi,nan - Zei - i," 

1 C 
a dt' 

ei + hi,n] n+l n+l]
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S ti Atn+l +ei At n+l 

or e I t, {i - n+ir dt' 
ti) O n ~ ei~e3--- ^i.)1ti At n+l I el ~

Sti Atn+l 

z fti 0 ±n+idt' + Cei(Zei

[@ Atn~ 
- z ei Atn+l, e -anl t 

zti)J en -+i I n+lj 
4ti- tn+l

= l[Oti(ei + ti)+ eiAt n+ (zei ei- zti) (142)

9. Head rises from below zei to above z within the time element. This 

case is analogous to case 8, except that the head changes in the opposite 
direction. Hence, the resulting equations are

AA 

C .f~z. _ h i) oudtD 

.0 ti At n+l

Cei(Zei - ztia n+idt'

Ati " Atn~ CeOe ti} [ tAt n+l ,0e i - 7n+l or dt' + C zAt n+ I r dt' t t I i ei n+l + ei(Zei zti)J Ueiezeitntl J 4ti 1 t+. 1 .- at+

= 6[(ei + 20tiJ10ti - Oei) + 311 + 0ti) (1 - 0ti)]Atn+lC ei(Zei - zjti). (143)

Multiplication of the above discharge functions by -2/Atn+I and 

conversion to residual form using equation (57) yields the terms that add 
into equation (71). The results are:

1. - ei(Zei - zt].  

2. - OtiCei(zei - zti - l - tiCe[zi - zti + 2 Zei - hin+lIl

= (1 - ti)Cei'i - iCei(Zei - zti- 3(l - iCeZei

(144)

-zti

+ 2(Zei hin . (145)
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12 F + 2ze z_)] 2i - e e( zt) (146) 3.- 3ti Ceiei h i,n + ei ti (14 

1 F A A f 
S-ei ,+ 2Ze 3. 3 Zei i ,n e ~~~ 

""C .8. - - h.n." (147) 
Ce16 e eihi,11 

1 2 ( A) 

5. ioei~ei ei _ h.inj (148) 

5. e 3ei 1) 

6. - e ( ii,n+ 

- (1i- 4•i]ei6i - - Oei]Cei(zei- hi,n." (149) 

7. No formulation.  

8. - it( i+ + 02il]~ z - zt) (150) 8. [oti[oei +3 Oti+ 4ei]Cei[Zei zti).(10 

9. - 3[(Oei + 2 0tijJIOti - Oei) + 3(1 + til)(1 - 0ti)l]Cei(Zei - zti (151) 

Procedures for use of the above nine cases in equation (71) and 
solution using the predictor-corrector method are analogous to those used 
for the previous two types of head-dependent functions. For the predictor, 

A 

if h.n zti, then equation (144) is used in equation (76) (case 1); if Zei 

A A 

<hi,n < z ti, then equation (147) is used (case 4); and if h i,n -< zti, then 

no terms are used (case 7). Estimates of 4ei and 4 ti to use in equations 

(144) through (151) are obtained using equations (133) and (134), with h.  
A 

substituted for h. +l. The corrector is employed by adding one of 

equations (144) through (151) into corrector equation (80), as appropriate 

A* A 
based on checking hi and hi,n against z ei and z ti and solving for 6.  

Line head-dependent leakage combined with aquifer dewatering 

The final type of head-dependent function is a line source or sink of 
the general form of the boundary condition given by equation (4), except in 
the present case the function yields a maximum flux when the head in the
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River

Figure 14a. Block diagram of a river idealized as a line source or sink 
along spatial element sides.  

aquifer declines to a specified elevation. This function is most often used 
to simulate a river that is narrow enough to be replaced by a line (figure 
14a). As for the case of a wide river, the maximum leakage rate from the 
river to the aquifer is attained when the head in the aquifer declines to 
the bottom of the riverbed sediments (assumed to have low permeability) 
(figure 14b).  

The line source or sink function is written in the form of a flow 
across an internal or external boundary, or 

qn = ar (152) 

where a r [length/time] is a parameter that is a function of the hydraulic 

conductivity of sediments through which leakage occurs, Hr is the 

controlling head (for rivers, the river-stage elevation), and zr is the 

elevation at which the discharge to the aquifer is a maximum (for rivers, 
the elevation of the bottom of the riverbed sediments). For riverbed 
sediments, ar is given by K W 

r rr 

r b (153) 
r 

where Kr is the hydraulic conductivity of the riverbed sediments, Wr is the 

width of the river, and b is the thickness of the riverbed sediments.  r 

Equation (152) is incorporated into the spatial finite-element 
equations in the same manner as equation (4) (see equation (32)). That is, 
the total discharge across the line source or sink in the patch of elements 
for node i is 

A~ 

riC.I. -hj ,h > Zni 
qri i " H ')r A. (154) 

riC ri - z h1 < zri
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Wr=width of river

land surface 

Hr = river stage 

br = thickness of riverbed 
sediments 

Zr = base of riverbed 
sediments 

h = water-table elevation
Assumed position of 

line source or sink

Figure 14b. Cross section showing a configuration of the water-table 
elevation under a river that is idealized as a line or source sink.

where
(155)Cri F (cL) i 

J

Qri is the volumetric discharge at node i (length 3/time] from leakage 

involving the line sources or sinks, and Lij, is defined the same as for 
equation (32) (figure 14c).

Hrm 

Zrm N

Hri (i-k,m) = river-stage elevation 
at node i

Zri (i=k,m) = base of riverbed 
sediments at node i

Wr = width of river in 
element e

Lkm = length of side k-m 
of element e

Figure 14c. Nomenclature for side k-m of element e that forms a line 
head-dependent source or sink.

Riverbed 
sediments

Hrk 

Zrk

I
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Equation (154) is exactly the same as equation (118) expressing areal 

head-dependent leakage, except that Hri replaces Hai, Cri replaces Cai, and 

Zri replaces z ti. Therefore, the expressions and the predictor-corrector 

solution procedure derived for areal, head-dependent leakage apply to the 
present case as well.  

Leakage of water stored elastically in a confining unit (transient leakage) 

Equation (1) can be rewritten in a general form that includes leakage 
to or from a confining unit as follows (Cooley, 1974, p. 3-9): 

-- )-T ~ a(Tx 2- + Ty _T +h Oh a 
8x x x +xy y Oy1 yx x y TyJ 

hK' h'I + W + P = sh, (156) 
zz az z=z at 

where K' is the vertical hydraulic conductivity of the confining unit, h' 
zz 

is the head in the confining unit, and zc is the elevation of the base of 

the confining unit (if the confining unit overlies the aquifer) or the 
elevation of the top of the confining unit (if the confining unit underlies 
the aquifer).  

If the confining unit has no elastic storage capacity and flow in the 
confining unit is almost vertical, then the leakage rate is 

+ K' Oh'l = R(H-h), (157) 
zz az z=zc 

and equation (1) results. However, if the confining unit has elastic 
storage capacity, then the leakage rate must be computed using an unsteady
state equation for flow in the confining unit. The formulation of this 
problem was developed by Hantush (1960), and expanded by Neuman and 
Witherspoon (1969) and Herrera and his coworkers (Herrera, 1970, 1974; 
Herrera and Rodarte, 1973; Herrera and Yates, 1977). The following approach 

is an expansion of their approaches to apply to the finite-element method.  
For notational simplicity, the confining unit is assumed to overlie the 
aquifer, because the final function describing leakage to or from the 
aquifer is the same whether the confining unit overlies or underlies the 
aquifer. In this case, z = zt the elevation of the base of the confining 
unit. c ' 

Flow in the confining unit is assumed to be almost vertical, which is a 

reasonable approximation when K'z/Kxx < 10.2 (Neuman and Witherspoon, 1969, 

p. 804). With this assumption, flow in the confining unit at some location 
(x,y) can be described by the following initial value problem: 

K' a2h' = S' ah' (158) 
zz az 2 s at
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subject to 
h' = h(t), z = zt, t > 0, 

h' = H(t), z = zt + b', t > 0, (159) 

h = HI(z), z <5 z tz + b', t = 0, 
-1] 

where S' is specific storage of the confining unit [length , b' is the 
S 

thickness of the confining unit, h is head in the aquifer, H is head at the 
distal side of the confining unit (assumed to be a known function of time), 
H6(z) is the initial steady-state distribution of head in the confining 

unit, H6(zt) = h(0), and H6(zt + b') = H(0).  

To initiate development of the leakage function to be inserted into the 
finite-element equations, spatial finite-element discretization is applied 
to the general leakage rate in the same manner as it was to R(H-h) to yield 

ai N•K' hI' dxdý = 1 ,'eAe 1 (160) e i zz 0z zVt e zz az zz 

where, to conform with R, K' is assumed to be constant in element e.  
zz 

Equation (160) expresses the total leakage rate across the patch of elements 
for node i in terms of the hydraulic gradient at node i. Thus, the equation 
for flow in the confining unit at node i must yield equation (160) when used 
to obtain the leakage rate. This flow equation is derived as follows.  
Integration of equation (158) from zt to z 5 zt + b' and solution for the 

leakage rate across the base of the confining unit yields 

K' -h'i = K' ah' _ S,rz ahI' (1 

zz az z=zt zz az s at z, (161) 

•t 

which, when substituted into the integral in equation (160), yields an 
expression for the approximate leakage across the patch of elements for node 
i in the form of 

' K' eAe ahi1 iZK' eAeh' 1 eAe Oh'( 
3ei .zz a--=zt = 3e •iZZ z 3e.s se at 

zt 

where Ss'e is the specific storage of the confining unit in element e.  
5 

Differentiation of equation (162) with respect to z yields the equation for 
flow in the confining unit at node i as 

a 2h! ah! 

ZK,eAe 1 _ Z SeAe 1e. zz z2 e. s at (163) 

The leakage rate given by equation (160) is calculated using the head 
in the confining unit, h!, which is obtained by analytically solving 

equation (163). Appropriate boundary and initial conditions are given by ^ 
equations (159) written for node i using approximate head in the aquifer h.  
in place of exact head h.. That is, 1
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h = h.(t), z t > 0 I = zti ' 

h = H.(t), z = z + b' t > 0, 
I i 1ti + '

(164)

h!= H'(z), z • z z + b!, t = 0, i = i ti ti 

where b! is a weighted average thickness of the confining unit for all 
I

elements in the 
to this initial 
p. 102-104) and

patch for node i that is derived further on. The solution 
value problem was obtained by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959, 
can be written in the form

1 m 7lr sin b 

A 

+ H b h i(t)z 

I

tdmi(r) -(mr) (t-r) 

d0 r

(165)

where

and

•m~)=(-l)m H i(t) -h i(t) 

Z K'eAe 
e. zz 1 

7i = 2 S, A 
1 e. s 

1

(166) 

(167)

The leakage rate at time t, K' 8h!/az I , is computed from equations 
zz 1 z=zt

(165) and (166). When this is substituted into equation (160), the leakage 
rate across the patch of elements for node i is obtained as

1 Z ee ah !Z K'eAe---I 
3e. zz az Iz=zt 

I1

2 e e 1  tdH. (T) 72 (t-r) 3bZK'eAe E (-l)m| - e-(m)27 

3b! ei zz m=l J0 dr

-(mr) 2-yi(t-r) 
e dr

A • 

-h.()I (168)
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A 
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As S;e - 0, equation (168) should approach the leakage term based on s 

equation (27). That is, 

3b! e. zz i hi 3iReAe. H 

Therefore, the weighted average thickness b! should be defined by 
1 

Z K' eA e 
e. zz 
e 1 l 

(170) 1 • ReAe 
e.  1 

to make equations (168) and (27) consistent. Because Re is K e divided by zz 

the confining-unit thickness for element e, b! is a weighted harmonic mean 
of confining-unit thicknesses. I 

The leakage functions to be inserted into the finite-element equations 
are developed from equation (168). To yield a useful form for the leakage 
functions, the integrals must be evaluated and the infinite series must be 
approximated. The integrals can be approximated by using the procedure of 
Cooley (1972), in which the integrals for time level t = tn+l are evaluated 

in terms of integrals for time level t = tn, which have already been 

evaluated. Thus, the necessity for storing the heads for all previous time 
levels is avoided. The procedure is applied to the second integral in 
equation (168), for example, as follows: 

tn~ 2 t2 

tIdhi (t n - (md)) 2(i 
mtn)l 

t) 

- de 

o 

ddr 

"t dh i -n[A n+i-) , +dh i r e-(mir)2_Yi tn+l-r) d, 

0 d-T eir t d e 

n 

2 t ndh(2 (m•) YiAt n+l t dhi ( -z) - (m i) 2 n- T d 

= e J0 e 0dr
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A A tflt2 

+ hi, n+ - h l tn+l() Y (tn+l_ r) 
At n+I t 

n

- (mi) 2YiAtn+I 
Se 

A A 

+h i,n+1 - h i,n 
+ Atnn+

t n A^ 

0 di- e 

I1 [ (m•r) 2 -iAt n+l]l

(mr2 ) 7Yi (171)

By multiplying equation (171) by 2 (for convenience in later 
and defining It tA 2 

ndh i (r) "(M) 2Yin(t. d Imi,n =20 dr ed,

manipulations) 

(172)

a recursive relation for evaluating the integral is obtained as

- (mr) 2 fiAt n+l 
e I 

mi,n

A A^ 

+ in in 22 l-e in'l] , (173) 
Atn+l (m•r) 2Yi

where I = 0. Equation (173) permits evaluation of I . from Im.  
mi,0 mi ,n+l mi,n 

and the heads at only the current (n+l) and previous (n) time levels. In an 

analogous manner, 2(-l) times the first integral in equation (168) is 
evaluated as

-(m) 2 iAtn+l 
e

mi, n+l mi , n

+ Hin+l Hi.n 
Atn+1

M ~{(M~t) 2 'YAt] 
2(-m) 2in+l 

(m•r) 2Yit I

Ji = 2(-) n d ( e d_- r) 2 -1i(t-r) .  
mi , n MO d

(175)

Next, the infinite series in equation (168) are approximated by finite 
series so that a large number of terms given by equations (172) through 
(175) do not have to be computed and saved at each time level. The
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where

(174)
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coefficients of the finite series are determined so that a small number of 
terms of the finite series can be used to give a good approximation of 
results obtained with the infinite series. The approximations are

O ltn+idh. (r 
2 h (r ) 2 e (tn+l t -rd 

m=1 0 dre

tA 

NIA tn+l dh. (r) -C '*) E m_1 m d ) e

and ad -1m"n+ldHi(r) 

20 dr
-(mir) 2i(tn+ )dt 
e

S7tn+)dHi(r 
E m2l me0 dl e d,, (177)

where A', a' B'm, and P are coefficients to be determined, and N1 and N2 

are the numbers of terms in the two finite series.  

By repeating the derivation leading to equation (171) using the 
approximations, it can be seen that equations (173) and (175) are 
approximated by

A A 

-amyiAt n+l A hi.n+l - hi,n 
e mi,n Atn+1

.
] 

am M l e-Y i n

min -oJO 

m min =A' dh.(r0) e i -) r 
oj dT

A -Pm-iAtn+1A 
J =l e .  mi,n+l m , n

Hi.n+l Hi'n 
Atn+1

-B' i -eimiAtn+) 
i8m 'i e

A tnd ( P-m~i(tn-li 
. Bmj i. e -1dr.  
mi, n o dr

(181)

The leakage rate computed using equations (178) and (180) is approximately 
equal to the exact leakage rate computed using equations (173) and (174) if

00 
2o E 

2=lI 2 (mir)

and
00 

2M 2
(mir) 2

(1
-(mir) 2iAtn+l 

-e

i1 - e(mir)2IiAtn+l

N1 A ' -am -iAtn+l) E e 
m 

- 2 m B'l - em-)iAtn+l].  

M m

To obtain the best approximations, equations (182) and (183) should 
hold exactly when Atn+l = 0 and when Atn+l -+ C. The first requirement helps
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(176)

Imi, n+l

where

and

(178)

where

(179)

(180)

(182) 

(183)



yield an accurate solution for small time elements and is automatically 
fulfilled because both pairs of series equal zero when Atn+l = 0. The 

second requirement ensures that the total yield from storage in the 
confining unit under a unit head change that is fixed indefinitely is 
preserved by the approximation (Herrera and Yates, 1977, p. 726-727).  
Herrera and Yates (1977, p. 727) found the accuracy of their approximate 
solutions to be highly sensitive to fulfillment of this requirement. By 
letting Atn+ -+ o in equations (182) and (183) and using the sums of the 

resulting infinite series (Herrera and Yates, 1977, p. 727), it can be seen 
that this requirement is fulfilled if 

2ml I 1i N A' 
1 Z = Zm (184) 

m=l 2 3 m~la (mit) m 

and 0l m N 2 B' 

2 (m 2 =Z6 m l m (185) 
Ml (Mir)2 6 ='M 

It remains to find coefficients A', am, B', and P so that approxima

tions given by equations (182) and (183) are good with a small number of 
terms, N and N For notational convenience, dimensionless time element 

AtD is defined by AtD = YiAtn, and the series are denoted as 

_ _ [ e(mit)2AtD( 

sl(AtD) ' m-l 1Mr 2 j 16 (mt)2 

SmAtD,) = 2 'Zl yLmi - e (187) 
ml(mt)2 

M l(AtD = M:Am(l - em D], (188) 

and 

M2 (AtD) = mB 1 lBm - emtD), (189) 

where 

A' 
A = M (190) ma 

m 

and 

B' 
B = m (191) 

m
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Because both sets of series are functions of only AtD, the coefficients 

Am' Bm' aMP and 6m can be uniquely obtained by fitting approximate, finite 

series MI(AtD) and M2 (AtD) to infinite series SI (AtD) and S 2(AtD), 

respectively, using a range of values for AtD sufficient to include most 
time-element sizes and values of Ii.  

The coefficients were determined using nonlinear least squares (see 
Cooley and Naff, 1990, p. 61-64) applied to the weighted sum of squared 
error functions 

SSI = n -l ISI(AtD)I (192) 

p ~ S At (MAt 2 and P S2AD 2[,~t 

SS2 = nZl IS2AtD) I (193) 

subject to the constraints given by equations (184) and (185). The number 
of dimensionless times used in the fitting process, Pt, was set equal to 25, 

and AtD = 1 x 10 6 , 2.5 x 10.6 5 x 10-6 1 x 10-, 2.5 x 10 

5 x 10- 5.... 1 x 102. The weights l/ISl(AtD)I and 1/1S2(AtD)J are somewhat 

arbitrary, but were found to give good approximations for both small and 
large dimensionless time elements. Constraints were applied by specifying 

N -l1 
ANI - •iAm (194) 

and 1 3 2-l 

B =- - NB 
(195) 

N 2 6 M-1 m 

Thus, the coefficients determined by nonlinear least squares are N values 

of am and N -1 values of Am for equation (192) and N2 values of im and N2-1 

values of B for equation (193).  m 

Good fits for both least squares problems were obtained with N1 = 3 and 

N2 = 2, and the resulting approximations are illustrated in figures 15 and 

16. Values of the coefficients determined are 

A = 0.26484, a3 = 49538, 

A2 = 0.060019, B1 = -0.25754, 

A = 0.0084740, B = 0.090873, 

a1 = 13.656, #1 = 10.764, 

I2 = 436.53, 2= 19.805.
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The final step leading to the leakage function to incorporate into the 
finite-element equations is to integrate the product of equation (168) and 
an+l over time element n+l by assuming that ahj/az varies linearly like 

At 

hh. (which is consistent with the treatment of R(H h)). Therefore (see 

11 
equation (54)), tn 

zz ez Aefnl z=zt(7n+lat' 

1 •tn~• K' e Ae] -h n 2 1i'n+l" (196) 

13ei zz I Laz - az z=zt 

By using equations (168), (170), and (176) through (181), the leakage rates 
at time levels n and n+l in equation (196) are evaluated as, respectively, 

eIeKeetah = e~e[mN2 A N1 A A 

1
3Ze izz z zezz i3~e J 1l mi,n m •m zn1mi,n in - ,n] (197) 

and 
Kr e A1e 'ln Ne 2 e [ m iAtn+lA 

[1Z K'eze ahinl 13 •iee E1 mi,n 

+i ,n+l fleneM 

[3ei zz J 8Z Z=Zt e ,n 

+ Atnn+lHi 2 2-iAtn+lJ 

A A 

N 1 maYiAtn+iA h .n+l -hh ^ 1 
Sn MI At+ + H i,n+(198) 

mI em mi,n At n+l1in 1 Atn+l) i+ hn+l ( 

To obtain the leakage function to incorporate into the finite-element 
equations, equation (196) is multiplied by - 2 /Atn+l and equations (197) and 

(198) are substituted into it. For notational compactness of the resulting 
expression, the following quantities are defined.  

e eeNl 
Phin = AEmlmin' (199) 

PHi,n = I m min'(200) 

ei e ] N 2m Atl 

Si 1Z R A m E i (200) 
hi,n ,e Jml min' 

Qhi,n =I~ ~i R Ae m E em I lmi',n' (201)
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Re eN 2 -PmfiAtn+Ij 
QHi,n i R mz1 e i mi,n' 

I lZ R eJ e MI n7iAtn+11 
Chin+l = Rei I (yit 

C in IR e A Ree MJ2 (yiAtn+l1 CHi'n+l- [3Zel Ji ' 

CRi = lýEiReAe 

Therefore, the final leakage function is

- 2 Hin+ i n - + H Phi,n 
3 Hi,nn+l Atn+1 I

A A 

S2hin+l - hin - Ci 3 hi,n+l At 1n+I Ri 

( [SAtn+n + CRi. 6i - 3PHi,n

+ 2Qhi,n)

Sin -iin) i,+n+l h i,n+l 

+ 2Q H-in+l H i.n 
+ 2QHin - '3CHi,n+l Atn+I

+ (phi,n + 2Qhi,) - 3CRi [Hi,n - in + 2tHi +1 -[ hiin)]

]

(206)

The leakage process described by equation (206) is time dependent, but 
linear. Therefore, equation (206) is added into equation (58), unless the predictor-corrector method is required to include other phenomena, in which 
case equation (206) is added into the appropriate predictor and corrector equations. The coefficient of 6. is added into V for every node i where 

leakage occurs, and the remaining terms are subtracted from the right-hand 
side.  

FINITE-ELEMENT FORMULATION IN AXISYMMETRIC 
CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES 

GOVERNING FLOW EQUATION AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Axially symmetric ground-water flow in an aquifer is assumed to be 

governed by the following unsteady-state flow equation written in 
axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates (Bear, 1979, p. 116):

r -(rKrrrarJ + 'KzzzzzJ - Ss8 ' (207)
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Z

Figure 17. Axisymmetric aquifer subdivided into spatial finite elements.  

where the new symbols used are 

r = radial (horizontal) coordinate direction [length] from the axis of 
symmetry, which is vertical, 

z = vertical coordinate direction [length], 
K rr(r,z),K zz(r,z) = the principal components of the hydraulic conductivity 

tensor [length/time] in the radial and vertical coordinate directions, 
respectively, and 1 

S s(r,z) = specific storage [length-].  

The orientation of the r and z axes is shown in figure 17.  

The principal directions of the hydraulic conductivity tensor are 
assumed to be parallel to the r and z axes in equation (207). Equation 
(207) was not written in full component form like equation (1), because any 
rotation of the principal directions from the r and z axes (see figure 5) 
must be revolved around the z axis to maintain axial symmetry. This pro
duces the physically unusual case of an axially symmetric rotation of the 
principal directions, which seemed to the author to be an unnecessary 
complication to include.  

Equation (207) is subject to boundary and initial conditions analogous 
to equations (2) through (5) used for equation (1). However, equations (3) 
and (4) must be changed to reflect the change from flow integrated over 
aquifer thickness in equation (1) to flow in a radial cross-section in equa
tion (207). Thus, equation (3), which expresses flow continuity across a 
discontinuity in the porous medium, is replaced by 

vna = vib' (208) 

where v (r,zt) is the normal component of specific discharge, and equation 

(4), which expresses either a specified-head or Cauchy-type boundary 
condition, is replaced by 

Vn = vB + a'(HB h), (209)
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where 
vB(r,z,t) = specified specific discharge normal to the boundary 

[length/time] (positive for inflow), and 
a'(r,z,t) = a parameter that, like a of equation (4), approaches 

infinity for a specified-head (Dirichlet) condition, is 
zero for a specified flow (Neumann) condition, and is 
finite and positive for a general or mixed (Cauchy) 

condition [time l].  

FIN1TE-ELEMENT DISCRETIZATION 

Finite-element discretization in axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates 
is accomplished in the same manner as for the Cartesian case. An r-z plane 
is subdivided into triangular elements (figure 17) over each of which the 
approximate solution h is assumed to vary linearly. Because of axial 
symmetry, each element is revolved around the symmetry axis so that it is a 
ringlike volume with triangular cross section. The time domain is 
subdivided into time elements over each of which the solution is also 
assumed to vary linearly. Therefore, the approximate solution is stated as 
an equation that is analogous to equation (14): 

A A(A w eh + i,nn i k,l,m, (210) 

where1 

N? = (ai + ber + c z /2Ae, i = k,l,m, (211) 

e ak =rlz -rmZ1 
a l 1zm -rm zl' 

e 

bk = 1 - m, 

e 
ck =r - r, 

e a1 r mzk - rkZm) 
e 

b = Zm zk, (212) 

e 
c 1 r k r m 

e 
am rkl - r1zk' 

e 
m = k al, 

e 
c = r 1-r cm 1 r rk' 

2Ae= (rk - rm)(zI lz ) (rm rl )(zm zk), (213) 

and an and an+I are defined by equation (13).
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DERIVATION OF FINITE-ELEMENT EQUATIONS

The error-functional equation in axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates 

is analogous to equation (15). It is written for an r-z plane as 

A n+l ae ae a e ae + ae 2t, 

l(e) A Krr +zzzz + S t) Jrdrdz 

+ I .2dC~ dt'. (214) 

2 
A 

Minimization of equation (214) with respect to hi,n+. and separation of the 

result into two parts as for equation (17) gives 

Atn ONe Ah ONe A 

e ' n+l nSs i a-t +r • Krr ar az z 

,A 

+ }f tn+l e[ j h aN• O h 

J ? + rdCldt - t + {j [ Krr r 
•C2 

0 lle 2 
ee + I-- Kzz d rdrdz; - ICNe B hB rdC dr' = 0. (25 

2 

By following the procedures used in appendix A, the second part of 

equation (215) can be shown to equal zero. Therefore, when the integrals 

A A 

involving S sah/at and a'(HB - h) are converted to diagonal form using 

approximations analogous to equation (19), the following integral form of 

the finite-element equations results: 

At ' r[ A ON 1 tn+l e I. aN I ah aN i 
S- K - K rdrdz 

n+l e iNs dt Or rr 5r + az zz 

AA 

JeNvB + al' HBi hi)]rdC dt' = 0, i = 1,2,..., N. (216) 

2 

Equation (216) is analogous to equation (21). However, because the 

principal axes of the hydraulic conductivity tensor were originally assumed 

to be parallel to the r and z coordinate axes, no coordinate rotations are 

performed.
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Equation (216) is integrated to obtain the final finite-element 
equations. As before, the spatial integrations are performed first. It is 
assumed that S) K rr and K are all constant in each spatial element, and s' rr' zz 

that vB and a' are constant along any Cauchy-type boundary side of each 

element. The extra r in the integrals presents a complication not present 
for the Cartesian case. However, by writing r as the identity 

e e e(27 
r = N r + Nlr +Nr (217) 

k k 1 1 m M 

equations (24) and (25) can be used to perform the integrations. Therefore, 
A 

by substituting the appropriate expressions for h, N , aNi/8r, and aN /8z, 

i = k,l,m, the spatial integrals in equation (216) are evaluated for i = k 
(for example) as

A A 

IFN dhk 1 e + dhk lINeS rdrdz = •Sse2r+ r + rm) ,ek 
Aek s dt 12s k 1 dt 

Ae

(218)

faNk ee AaNre aNe A aN e 
K Krr rrdrdz = K - r 8Nh +-nrdrdz 

J ar Krr ar le Jr rr I7~hk + 1 hJ

Kre [ A Ah'm 

4A e kkkk11kmm (219)

SaN [h r A e e e e 'k 8h aN k +8 N 1NA 8N MA 
K rdrdz = z - K -- k+ -h +m rdz 

Jel az N k az 1 z Ir rd 
Ae Ae 

A ke [Ck hk + ckclhl+ ck c m r, (220) 

Nk[VB + a'(HBk hk)]rdC = 6(2rk + rl][(vBL)kl + ("'L)kl(HBk hk]l 
C 2

+lr k r v) (a'L kmH - hk_ 
+6 ~k + mJLvBLJkID + cL~kmLHBk hk)j (221)

weee Ke an e, ,i wheres rr' zz are the constant values of Ss Krr, and K zzin 

element e, I(r + r + 3 = Ik 1 r rm),
(222)

and other terms were defined earlier.
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The spatially integrated finite-element equation for node k is obtained 
by substituting equations (218) through (221) into equation (216) and using 
equations analogous to equations (41) and (42). The result is 

Atn+l e dh+k ( e + Vkk^h + g^ e ^ 

7iJ n+l -Ckk dt h + 
ei0 

- '[(2rk + r] VBL]kl+ 2rk + rm) (vBL] km] - 1[(2rk + r1) ('Lkl 

+ (2rk + rm)(I'L)km]HBkjdt' = 0, (223) 

where 

e iLSe(2r + + mLe (224) 
kk •2s rk + 1 MJ 

e 1 + 
Vkk 61 2rk + r 1 ,L~kl+ ( 2 rk + rmj (a L)km], (225) 

e e e 
gkk= -gkl gkm (226) 

e e Ke 
e KrI b b] ZZcc• r, (227) gkl [4A e k i+4A e k 

e K Ke 

gre b +b ZZ r, (228) gkm [4,e k m 4A 4e k ml 

As before, equation (223) must apply to all N nodes of the finite-element 
mesh. These N equations are written in matrix form as equation (45), where 

Cij, Vij, and Gij are given by equations (47) through (49), and 

B. = {kt6Z(2r, + rj (vL) j + (a' IL) jL.H.1l. (229) 

Specified-head boundaries are handled using equation (51).  

To perform the final time integration, parameters Ss, Krr, Kzz, and a' 

are all assumed to be constant in time, and specified boundary flux vB is 

assumed to be linearly variable through each time element. Thus, the time 

integrated finite-element equations for axisymmetric flow are given by 

equation (58) with B replaced by B defined by equation (62). No nonlinear 

or other extensions are used.
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FINITE-ELEMENT FORMULATION FOR STEADY-STATE FLOW 

By definition, steady-state flow occurs when hydraulic heads do not 
vary with time, or ah/at = 0 in equation (1) or (207). Steady-state flow 
equations are obtained by setting S or S to zero and letting all quantities 

s 

in equations (1) through (4) or (207) through (209) be time invariant.  

IENEAR CASE 

The finite-element equations for steady-state confined flow in the 
absence of any of the nonlinear source-sink functions may be derived from 

equation (56) by setting C (which contains S or S s) to zero and setting bn+l 
A A 

=h n - h. The resulting equation is 
A Ah = B, (230) 

where A = G + V. As for unsteady flow, round-off error may be minimized by 
solving for head change rather than head. Thus, by defining this head 
change, 6o,_ as A 

6 = h - h (231) 
A 

where h is an arbitrary initial set of heads close to h, equation (230) is 

modified to become 
AS = B - Ah . (232) =-O - =-O 

To solve a linear, steady-state flow problem, first equation (232) is solved 
A 

for 8,' then equation (231) is solved for h. Mass balance components are 

obtained from equation (232) using analogous procedures to those used for 
unsteady-state flow.  

NONLINEA CASE 

If steady-state flow is unconfined or a nonlinear source-sink function 
A 

is employed, then A and B are functions of h and a nonlinear problem 
results. In the case of unconfined flow, an off-diagonal entry of G is 

A 

given by equation (74) in which b. = hi - zbi. The particular form of the 

nonlinear source-sink term incorporated into V and B is dependent on the 
type of function: point head-dependent discharge, areal head-dependent 
leakage, areal head-dependent discharge, or line head-dependent leakage.  

The general algorithm used to solve the nonlinear problem is derived 
before stating the specific terms used for unconfined flow and nonlinear 
sources and sinks. For nonlinear problems, equation (230) is restated as 

; = , (233) 

where the notation A and B signifies that A and B are functions of h.  

An iterative solution method for equation (233) may be derived by adding and
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subtracting AkH) to the right-hand side, then restating the result.as an 

iteration equation of the form 

A C(2h+l (;e +e 1) 

or 

A262 =6 2  
(234) 

where 2 is the iteration index, and 

A = • (235) 

B = B +hj" (236) 
A A 

= h, 2 ~- h2,(237) A 

B -Ahj (238) 

Head-change vector 8 in equation (234) frequently requires damping to 

reduce undesirable oscillations from one iteration to the next. Addition of 

a damping parameter p2 (0 < p2 • 1) to equation (237) yields the following 

iteration algorithm: A 

I2 = Ar 2 = 0,1,... (239) 

S= 2 - + 

The iterations are terminated when 

maxI !5I E es (240) 
i 1 -1 ' 

where 62 is a component of 62 and c is a small number about an order of 
i les 

A 

magnitude smaller than the desired accuracy in h.  

An effective empirical scheme for computing p2 was developed by Cooley 

(1983, p. 1274). It is given in three steps. Let e2 be the value of 6.1 

that is largest in absolute value for all i = 1,2,...,N, and let emax be 

the largest value of Ie.1 permitted on any iteration. Then, 

Step 1 

(241) 

p=l ,2=1 

Step 2 

P* 3 + p 
S= 3ii, p Ž -i 

1 (242) 

21p
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Step 3

P, P' -* max e (243) 

max 
P2 =Je4$ P*le, 1 > emax 

A 
A good trial value for emax is about half the maximum value of Ih oi h.iI 

expected (where h is a component of the initial head vector). Much 

smaller values may be needed for highly nonlinear problems.  

At the beginning of each iteration 1, A and B must be recomputed 

using the newly computed values of h2. The way in which A and B are 
recomputed depends on the source of the nonlinearity. Nonlinearity from 
unconfined flow results when hi < z ti. To allow for the possibility of 
unconfined flow, off-diagonals of G are computed from equation (74) written 
for iteration £ as 

G (b. + b DijD, (244) ij 2 i jij 

where b. = b2- 1 + _2-1 A 

1 i P6 h1i < zhti 
bA z Z (245) i zti " Zbi h i >- z ti 

Nodes that go dry are treated in the same manner as explained for 
unsteady-state flow. The head is allowed to decline below the base of the 
aquifer at a dry node i, but horizontal flow in the aquifer is allowed 
between adjacent nodes i and j unless node j also goes dry. If a dry node i 
becomes surrounded by dry nodes during the iterative solution process, then 
Gii = 0 and flow can only take place vertically through an underlying 

confining unit or across a Cauchy-type boundary at the dry node. If there 
is no confining unit or Cauchy-type boundary so that V.. is also zero, then 

Aii, which is G.. + Vii, is zero so that the head at node i is undefined and 

must be removed from the solution. This is accomplished by setting A.. to 

1030 and setting the right-hand side of the equation to zero, which holds 
the head constant at the last computed value. If the sum of the known 
fluxes is negative at a dry node, this sum is reduced by 1/2 at each 
iteration until the node remains saturated. As discussed earlier, this 
tells the user the approximate discharge that can be sustained at the node.  

Nonlinear source-sink functions require reevaluation of V and B. For 

point head-dependent discharge functions, reevaluation is based on equation 
(106) written for iteration I as 

r2 -_h.l)A > Z.  {G ýCP+ zpi 1 p1 Qpi = A2 . (246) 
, h - pi
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The terms that add into equation (234) are found by converting %i to 

residual form using equation (237). That is, if h. > zpi, then 

Q = C p4Z1,i h if] pi - + i c (Z1 -i h (247) 

so that Cpi is added into V.i. and CpiZpi - h i is added to the 

right-hand side. If h.< z then no terms are added.  

Use of the other nonlinear source-sink functions is analogous. For 

areal head-dependent leakage, equation (118) for iteration I is 

AC+l1A +I h. >z 

Q = i aAi - t (248) 

Q Cai(Hai zti) h3 <ti 
A ̂2 

so that, when hi > zti, 

A A Q GiH. - +I - .6. + C Ia hi (249) 
Qai = C-aiai h 3 ali ai(ai ") 

Therefore, when h i > zti, equation (234) is modified by adding Cai into V ..  1 1 

and adding Cai ai - to the right-hand side. When h. _< zti, 

Cai (Hai - zti is added to the right-hand side and V.. is not modified.  

Likewise, for areal head-dependent discharge functions, equation (131) is 

written for iteration 2 as 

Cet ei z ti 1 t1 

I h 1+1< A < z .(250) 
ei oei 1I 

0 h. < Z 
I ei 

so that, when z < h < z 
ei i ti" 

Qei = C eilZ ei _ h+l = C ei6 + C e 1 Z e - hi). (251) 

Substitutions into equation (234) are analogous to the previous case.  

Finally, for line head-dependent leakage functions, equation (154) is 
written for iteration . as 

le ,i I• >ri 
Qri Elri 1 ">^ r (252) 

ri I (H -zi h. < z 
Lrll ri E1J Elr 

Ae 
so that, when hi > zri, 

Qri =riri ( h+l) ri$i. Cri(Hri hi). (253) Q. C. . . =- C~ i+ -I~ 1
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SOLUTION OF MATRIX EQUATIONS 

Some of the symbols used in previous sections are redefined in this 
section to avoid complex or nonstandard matrix-solution terminology. Thus, 
symbols defined in this section are for use in this section only.  

DEFINITION OF MATRIX EQUATION 

Equation .(58) must be solved for each time level of a linear, unsteady
state flow problem, and equations (76) and (80) (the predictor-corrector 
equations) must be solved sequentially at each time level of a nonlinear, 
unsteady-state flow problem. Likewise, equation (232) must be solved for a 
linear, steady-state flow problem, and equation (234) must be solved for 
each iteration of a nonlinear, steady-state flow problem. All of these 
equations are linear and of the form 

Ax = d, (254) 

where definitions of the coefficient matrix A, the known vector d, and the 
unknown vector x depend on the equation being solved. For example, for 
equation (58), C 

A= + G+ V, (255) (2/3)At n+I 

x = 6, (256) 

d =B - n. (257) 

Thus, A is an N x N matrix, and x and d are N-vectors.  

The location of nonzero entries in matrix A depends on the finite
element mesh. Each row i of A contains nonzero entries only corresponding 
to nodes in the patch of elements for node i. Therefore, unless N is very 
small, A is sparse in that most entries in any row are zero. Also, if the 
nodes are numbered so.that the difference between the largest and smallest 
node numbers in the patch is small compared to N, then A is banded, which 
means that all nonzero entries in each row are clustered near the main 
diagonal. Because A is derived from the positive definite forms in equation 
(15) or (214), it is symmetric and positive definite. Finally, as discussed 
previously, if all internal angles of the spatial elements are acute, A is a 
Stieltjes matrix. Additional information on finite-element matrices can be 
found in Desai and Abel (1972, chap. 2).  

If node i is a specified-head node, equation i of equation (254) is 

xi = H - hi, for unsteady-state flow and xi = HBi - hi for steadyS13 3Bi,n+l 1nJ 1i 

state flow. Because xi is known at all specified-head nodes, all of the 

corresponding equations may be eliminated from equation (254). This may be 
accomplished as a partitioning operation by numbering all specified-head 
nodes in the finite-element mesh last, which is accomplished automatically 
in the code. Terms in-the remaining equations that contain values of x. for 
the specified-head nodes are then transferred to the right-hand sides of 
these equations to become part of the known vector. In the remainder of 
this section,.equation (254) is regarded as the reduced equation resulting 
from this partitioning operation.  
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SYMMETRIC-DOOIATLE METHOD

The first of two alternative matrix-solution procedures is discussed in 

this section. This method is referred to as symmetric-Doolittle decomposi

tion (Fox, 1965, p. 99-102, 104-105) and is generally the preferred direct 

solution method for finite-element equations (Desai and Abel, 1972, p. 21).  

It is a direct method because the solution is found directly in three steps 

as opposed to iteratively in an unspecified number of steps required by the 

second method. Direct solution is usually efficient whenever there are 

fewer than about 500 nodes (Gambolati and Volpi, 1982).  

The symmetric-Doolittle method is based on the fact that the symmetric 

matrix A can be uniquely factored into the product of three matrices (Fox, 

1965, p. 105), so that T Aff = UDU, (258) 

where superscript T stands for transpose, U is upper triangular of the form 

a11 u12 u13 ... UlN 

0 a 2 2  u23 ... U2N 

= 0 0 a 3 3  . .. (259) 

0 0 0 ... aNN 

and D is diagonal of the form 

1/all 0 0 ... 0 

0 1/a 2 2  0 ... 0 

- 0 0 1/a 3 3  ... 0 (260) 

0 0 0 ... I/aNN 

Factorization, which is the first step of the three-step solution, is 

accomplished by forming the product matrix U DU, setting each entry of this 

matrix equal to the corresponding entry of X, then solving for the unknown 

values of uij and aii, entry by entry.  

Solution of equation (254) using the factorization given by equation 

(258) is accomplished as follows. By defining a vector y by 

Ux - Y, (261) 

the combination of equations (254) and (258) can be written as 

UTDy - d. (262) 

The lower triangular form of uTD and the upper triangular form of U permit 

equations (262) and (261) to easily be solved for y and x, respectively, as 

the second and third steps of the solution procedure. By forming the 

product U TDy, it can be seen that the first equation in equation (262) 

contains only y1 as an unknown, the second y1 and Y2, and so forth, so that
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the first equation may be solved for yI, which is used in the second to
solve for Y2, and so forth. Solution vector x is found in exactly the 
opposite way. The last equation in equation (261) contains only the last 
unknown, XN, the second from the last xN and XN-l, and so forth, so that the 
last equation is solved for x N which is used in the second from the last to 
solve for xN-l, and so forth.  

For N equations with N unknown values in x, the calculations may be 
stated in algorithmic form as 

i-I 
ii = a.ii - Z ukiuki/kk 

k=l 

uij a aij Ukiukj"/kk ji = i+li+2,... ,N, (263) k=l . . .  

j uij ii 

i-l 
Yi = d. Z uýiYk (264) i k=l 1,26...)N, 

Y! = Yi/c•ii 

N 
xi = Y! - u' x i ,NN-lI (265) I k=i+l ik k '.....  

Equation (263) is known as the factorization step, equation (264) is the 
forward substitution step, and equation (265) is the backward substitution 
step.  

When the above algorithm is applied to the banded matrix A, entries in 
U outside of the band are always found to be zero. However, U has mostly 
nonzero entries within the band, even if the corresponding entries in A are 
mostly zeros. Therefore, the algorithm can be coded to operate on and store 
only entries within the band. Storage of A for efficient computer 
application of the solution algorithm is explained in part 3.  

As with any direct solution method, the above method can generate 
inaccurate solutions for poorly conditioned equation systems, such as can 
occur when A is not diagonally dominant, or has weak diagonal dominance, 
and(or) has highly variable entries. Matrix A can have weak diagonal 
dominance if all internal angles in spatial elements are acute but R, S, and 
a in equations (1) and (4) (or S and a' in equations (207) and (209)) are 

s 

zero and there are few specified-head nodes. Matrix A may not be diagonally 
dominant if R, S, and a are zero, and one or more elements has an obtuse 
internal angle. Entries in A can be highly variable if values of 
transmissivity or element shapes are highly variable. An inaccurate 
solution generally results in a large mass imbalance.
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MODIFIED INCOMPLETE-CHOLESKY CONJUGATE-GRADIENT METHOD 

If N is large or the direct solution method produces large mass balance 

errors, then an iterative method should be used. An iterative solution 

method called the generalized conjugate-gradient method (GCGM) has been 

found by Gambolati and Volpi (1982) to be more efficient than the direct 

method for solving sets of finite-element equations when N : 500. The 

iterative method used here is a combination of a variant of GCGM by 

Manteuffel (1980) with a preconditioning method by Wong (1979) designed to 

enhance the convergence rate.  

Generalized conjugate-gradient method 

The iteration equation for the GCGM method is derived by replacing 

with a coefficient matrix M that is similar to A but much easier to invert 

(Concus and others, 1975). Matrix M, known as a preconditioning matrix, is 

defined from the fact that A can always be split into the sum of two 

matrices, M and N (Varga, 1962, p. 87-93), so that 

A = M + N. (266) 

Therefore, because the combination of equations (254) and (266) gives 

Mx = d - Nx, (267) 

the iteration equation is 

_k+l d - Nx (268) 

or, written in residual form, 

Ms r (269) 

where 

Nk+l -Xk+l - (270) 

Ek = d - Axk 

The GCGM algorithm based on iteration equation (269) can be stated as 

(Concus and others, 1975, p. 7-8) 

ýk = M.Ir kJ 0 

=P} k = 0, 

k k -k J 

T 

=T -k k = 1,2,..., (271) 

-k-l Ikl 

Pk= ýk + Ok~k-i
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T 
s r 
Tk -k CZk - T 

P!kýPk k = 0,1,2,..., 

rk+1 =r % + akek 

rk+l = rk + ak 4 k 

Equations (271) can be derived using the idea that, if a set of 

linearly independent vectors Pk' k = 1,2,... ,N, can be obtained, then the 

solution x can be written as a linear combination of the sk' because this 

set of vectors spans the N-dimensional space. Such a set of linearly 
independent vectors can be obtained by constructing them to be A-conjugate, 

T 

that is, so that pij = 0 if and only if i 7' j (Beckman, 1967, p. 63).  

Coefficients Pk are calculated to construct this set of vectors. The proper 

linear combination of the Pk vectors to give the solution x is obtained by 

minimizing the error in the solution along the line xk + aPk at each itera

tion (Beckman, 1967, p. 64). The value of "a" that minimizes this error is 
given by ak.  

In the absence of round-off error, the exact solution x is obtained in 
N iterations. Thus, if nearly N iterations were actually needed to obtain a 
good approximation of x, the method would not be useful for large systems of 
equations. Concus and others (1975) argued that the method can be 
considered to be a general iteration method that permits the gradual loss of 
A-orthogonality from round-off error and never converges to the exact 

solution. They showed that the weighted error function x- xkTA_[x- XkJ 

is reduced at each iteration if M and A are symmetric and positive definite, 
and that the method has certain optimality properties, so that, for a good 
choice of M, it usually converges to the desired accuracy in far fewer than 
N iterations.  

Modified incomplete-Cholesky factorizatlon 

Modified incomplete-Cholesky factorization is an extension of a method 
introduced by Meijerink and van der Vorst (1977) known as incomplete
Cholesky factorization.' The extension is a combination of methods from 
Wong (1979) and Manteuffel (1980).  

Wong's (1979) method, known as row-sums agreement factorization, is 
developed from incomplete-Cholesky factorization as follows. Let matrix 
entries located at (i,j) be those entries corresponding to nonzero entries 
of A, and let U be an upper triangular matrix with the same form as U, 
except that the only nonzero entries of U are located at (i,j). Finally, 
let D be a diagonal matrix with the same form as D. Then an approximate 
(incomplete) factorization of A is defined by 

IMeijerink and van der Vorst (1977) used an approximate factorization that is more like 
the symmetric-Dolittle method than the Cholesky method. However, it is still called 
incomplete-Cholesky factorization.
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M = UT DU, (272) 

where M will generally contain nonzero entries in addition to nonzero 
entries at the (ij) locations because of fill-in generated by forming the 

product U D U. Both incomplete-Cholesky and row-sums agreement 
factorization are based on equation (272).  

For incomplete-Cholesky factorization, entries of B and U are obtained 

by equating entries of UTD U with nonzero entries a-. of A and rearranging 

the results, so that 

i-i 
aii = a ii- Z Ukiuki/kk, i = 1,2,....N, (273) 

11 II k=l 

"a.. - /ik (ij) belongs to (1,j) 
u.i = ij k=l (274) 

0, (ij) does not belong to (i,j).  

It can be verified by direct calculation that entries of M and A located at 

(ij) are identical. The two matrices differ because of rill-in in M. By 

assigning the negatives of the fill-in entries in M to N and letting all 

other entries in N be zero, A = M + N, as required. 

An ideal modification would make N near zero, but this is not possible 

using equation (272) without adding nonzero entries to U. It is possible to 

modify N to have the property of a zero matrix that the =sum of entries of 

each row (a row sum) of N equal zero. This is Wong's (1979) row-sum agree

ment factorization. To develop this method, each row sum of A is set equal 

to each row sum of M using equations (273) and (274) to define entries of M.  

Because a = ai, entries of A below the main diagonal where ui. = 0 are 
i-i 

given from equation (274) as a.. = u.. + Z ukjki/akk so that a row sum is 
"j ~ k=l ~~k 

i-I N 
a.. + Z a.. + Z a..  11 j~l ij j =i+l ij 

i-Il- u ii ~igk 

=ii + U kiki/'kk +' [Zi- + k-uki/ kk} k=l j =I k=l 

N (T i-l 1 _ 
+ Z[ Aij + Z ukiukj /kkj. (275) 

j=i+l k=l 

The factorization is obtained from equation (275) by computing all values of 

u.. using equation (274), so that all nonzero off-diagonal entries of A 

cancel with their corresponding entries of M. Thus, the only remaining 

entries in the sums on j in equation (275) result from fill-in, for which 
u.. = 0, so that 
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i-i i-i N 
a.ii =. + Z ukiuki/akk + Z f" + Z f.. (276) k=1 j=l i =i+l l 

where f.. is a fill-in entry of M defined by 

f = uklu•i /akk, (i,j) does not belong to (i,j) 
S(277) 

[0 , (i,j) belongs to (I,j).  

Diagonal entry ii is calculated from equation (276) as 

i-i i-I N 
3A. =a.ii - Z ukuiki/akk - f.. - f... (278) k=l j=l 1 j=i+l '3" 

Comparison of equations (273) and (278) shows that diagonal entries of A no 
longer equal diagonal entries of M defined by equation (272).  

The method from Manteuffel (1980) forces M to be positive definite, as 
required by the generalized conjugate-gradient method. If A is not a 
Stieltjes matrix, then M as defined using incomplete-CholesKy factorization 
may not be positive definite (Meijerink and van der Vorst, 1977), which 
means that aii computed by equation (273) will not be positive. In this 

case, M as computed for row-sums agreement factorization also may not be 
positive definite because aii calculated using (278) may be even smaller.  

Manteuffel (1980) showed that computation of aii : 0 for incomplete-Cholesky 

factorization of finite-element matrices can be prevented by adding the 
product of an empirically determined, small positive number, 6, and a.. to 

the right-hand side of equation (273). The analogous modification of 
equation (278) is 

i-l i-I N 
aii = (1 + 6)aii - Z •ui/ck- k f-. - f... (279) k=l ij =i Ji j =i+i ' 

The matrix approximately factored by this modification of row-sums agreement 
factorization is thus A + 61 (where I is the identity matrix), which is more 
diagonally dominant than A.  

The above method is implemented here as follows. If a.. 5 0 is 
11 

detected during factorization, then factorization is stopped and a new value 
of 6, 6new' is computed from the old value, 6old' using the empirical 

equation 3 

new 2 old .001, (280) 

where the initial value of 6old is zero. Factorization is then reinitiated, 

and equation (280) is applied again if a 1 0 is detected again, and so 

forth. This process is continued until a large enough value of 6 is 
computed that all a.. > 0.
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Gustafsson (1978, 1979) also presented a method that yields equations 
having forms similar to those of equations (274), (277), and (279).  
However, his method applies to finite-difference approximations for which A 
is a Stieltjes matrix so that the motivation and method of choosing 6 are 
different.  

Based on equation (272), the solution of equation (269) is obtained 
using the forward and backward substitution steps of the symmetric-Doolittle 
method as 

= TYk =-k' 
-T (281) 
= ýk Yk' 

where entries of U and D are computed using equations (274) and (279), 
respectively. The remaining part of the algorithm implied by equations 
(281) is 

u! = ui /a.ii (i,j) belongs to (i,j), (282) 
1 ki i -In k 

k k i-l 

SriluY " i =1,2,....,N, (283) 
k k Y!k Yi/ai 

k lk N k i = N,N-Ik....i. (284) s i =Y Z U- 31 (i284 
.2=i+l 

In applying the above algorithm, note that the factorization step to 
compute D and U is only done once before applying the generalized conjugate
gradient algorithm (equations (271)). At each iteration, sk is computed 

using only equations (283) and (284). The factorization, forward 
substitution, and backward substitution steps are all fast and require 
little computer storage because U is sparse like K. This combination of 
GCGM and modified incomplete-Cholesky factorization is called the modified 
incomplete-Cholesky conjugate-gradient method (MICCG method).  

Stopping criteria 

One stopping criterion is to terminate the algorithm whenever the 

maximum value of Ix +l - xkJ becomes small, or whenever 

I ki kiIk 

max Ixil - x. k = max a kPiI - , (285) 

k k .  where xi is an entry of xk' pi is an entry of Pk' and e is a small positive 

number, such as 10- 4. The value of max x. - xi k is usually assumed to be 
i r i n 

a rough measureofteerrmxx xkinteslto.Hwv ,th 
i I
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conjugate-gradient algorithm can sometimes yield a value of max x 

that is small even when the solution is inaccurate. Thus, another criterion 

that is also a rough measure of max x - kx is employed.  that~~~~~ is aloaruhmaueo a i - xi 

The residual given by equation (270) can be written for any row i as 

a.1x1 -_~ k)+ aix - xk] +.. + a.Nx r k~ = (286) 

Thus, because a.. is positive, ii 

Y7'xl _ xkJ + -A x~ +J .+ I-Y~IlN - kl >t 11 (287) aii a.. 1 2 2 IfaIX N a..  
11 ~~11 1.I 

or 

a z a max x . - xi - (288 

aii j=l j I -
(8 

N 
The sum ZI.ai../aii is generally in the range of 1 to 2, so is assumed to 

j=k iiji ia 

be unity. Therefore, a rough measure of max x. x k is r I/a and the 

additional stopping criterion is 

max lrý/aii 4E. (289) 
i 1' 1 i 

Note that if MICCG is used to solve the nonlinear equation (234), then 
there will be an inner MICCG iteration loop and an outer loop on the 
nonlinearity. An efficient way of employing MICCG for these problems is to 
set the convergence criterion e to be larger than normal (say, larger than 
E by about an order of magnitude) to reduce the number of inner iterations s 

taken at each outer iteration. Good accuracy is achieved by requiring close 
convergence of the outer iteration sequence.  

COMPARISONS OF NUMERICAL RESULTS WITH ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS 

Results of simulating some simple ground-water flow problems for which 
analytical solutions have been presented in the literature are given here to 
demonstrate the accuracy of the finite-element code (MODFE). Each simula
tion is designed to test specific computational features that were discussed 
in preceding sections and to verify that MODFE can accurately represent the 
physical processes. To demonstrate that any consistent system of units may 
be used with MODFE, both English and metric systems of units are used in the 
example problems.  

THEIS SOLUTION OF UNSTEADY RADIAL FLOW TO A PUMPED WELL 

MODFE is used with axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates to compute 
unsteady flow to a well located in a confined nonleaky aquifer having homo
geneous and isotropic hydraulic properties and an infinite areal extent.
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The pumped well fully penetrates the aquifer thickness (100 feet) and its 
diameter (1 foot) is not significant for the simulation. The analytical 
solution for drawdown is given by the Theis equation (Lohman, 1972, p. 15) as 

_ 1TW(u), 

where s is drawdown [length], Q is volumetric discharge [length3 /time], T is 
transmissivity [length2 /time], and W(u) is the well function 

f--dv, 

where u = r 2 S/4Tt, r is radial distance from the well [length], and S is the 
storage coefficient [0].  

Because of radial symmetry about the well bore, the problem can be 
simulated as an r - z plane section through the aquifer with the well 
located at the z axis (figure 18). The radial extent of the simulated
aquifer region is 8,000 feet, although the analytical solution was developed 
for an aquifer of infinite areal extent. This distance is beyond the 
influence of the pumped well during the simulation period so that the 
computed solution near the well is not affected by the boundary condition 

at r = 8,000 feet. Radial node spacing was expanded by a factor of f 2 
starting with r = 125 feet to obtain the finite-element mesh composed of 52 
triangular elements and 42 nodes shown in figure 18. The initial time

element size was 3 x 10 days, and an expansion factor of 1.25 was used to 
generate subsequent elements, to yield a total of 20 time elements. Other 
characteristics of the problem are: 

T = 105 ft 2 /d, 

S = 0.001, 

Q = 160,000 fts/d, 

h(r,z,O) = 0 ft, 

h(8,000,z,t) - 0 ft.  

These characteristics and time-element sizes are the same as used by Wilson 
and others (1979, p. 85-88) to test their finite-element code, except that 

Z Well 

SZ 0- -10 

LU _j o 4 2  396 33 V027 24 21 8 15 2 96 

<Z U) 41 3835 32 29 26 ý23 20 17 1 11 852 
LU- 50_ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 

(-) o 

UZ 04\0 3\ 734\31\28\ 25 22 19\.....116 13 10 7"14 1 0-r 
0.5 . 1,000 1,414.21 2,000 2,828.4 4,000 5,656.9 8,000 

DISTANCE ALONG r AXIS, IN FEET (NOT TO SCALE) 

Figure 18. Finite-element mesh used to simulate unsteady-state radial flow 
to a pumped well.
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Figure 19. Theis solution (Lohman, 1972, p. 15) and finite-element results 

for unsteady radial flow to a pumped well.  

lengths are designated as feet here rather than meters. Radial node spacing 

is also the same, but Wilson and others solved the problem using Cartesian 

coordinates.  

To simulate confined flow in axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates, 

no-flow boundaries are placed along the aquifer top and bottom. Well 

discharge is simulated as a line sink at the well radius r = 0.5 feet using 

the specified-flow part (VB) of the Cauchy-type boundary condition (equation 

(209)). Because vB is specific discharge (volumetric discharge per unit 

area), it is obtained from Q as follows: 

VB -_Q - -16,000 = - 509.296 ft/d 
B 2wr b 2w(0.5)(I00) w 

Computed values of 4wTs/Q versus 1/u for the radial distances of 250, 

500, and 1,000 feet are compared with the type curve of the Theis solution 

in figure 19. The numerical results show good agreement with the analytical 

solution and are nearly the same as obtained by Wilson and others (1979, 

p. 87) in Cartesian coordinates.
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HANTUSH SOLUTION OF UNSTEADY RADIAL FLOW TO A PUMPED WELL 
IN A LEAKY AQUIFER 

The effects of release of water stored in an elastic confining layer 
(transient leakage) in the vicinity of a well pumped at a constant rate in a 
confined, homogeneous, isotropic aquifer of infinite areal extent are 
contained in an analytical solution by Hantush (1960) (figure 20). The 
analytical solution for drawdown in this flow system is stated as (see 
Hantush, 1960, figure 5) 

= 47rT 

where H(u,p') is an infinite integral that equals the well function W(u) 
when 8' = 0, and 

8 ir 

where S' is the storage coefficient (S'b') of the confining unit and B is 

ýb'/K' [length].  

The flow problem could be conceptualized with axisymmetric cylindrical 
coordinates, as in the first simulation. However, in order to test the 
transient-leakage algorithm, the flow system is represented by Cartesian 
coordinates. Radial symmetry is used to reduce the size of the flow domain 
by simulating a 22.5-degree wedge of the total flow system (see figure 21).  

The finite-element mesh used in this simulation consists of 86 
triangular elements and 67 nodes (figure 21) and extends 32,000 feet from 
the pumped well, which is placed at node 1. Node spacing increases radially 

•-Land surface Q = volumetric discharge 

V Initial potentiometric surface

Confining unit

K' =hydraulic 

conductivity b'=thickness 

S' specific 

storage 4
T = transmissivity 

Confined aquifer I I S = storage coefficient 

Impermeable base 

Figure 20. Geometry used to simulate the effects of transient leakage on 
drawdown near a pumped well.
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Figure 21. Finite-element mesh used to simulate the effects of transient 
leakage on drawdown near a pumped well.  

from the pumped well by the factor ,fT starting at 50 feet (figure 21).  
The (x,y) coordinates of nodes that are offset from the x axis by 11.25 
degrees (figure 21) are computed from the x coordinate of the nodes located 
on the x axis as (x cos 9, x sin 0), where e = ±11.25 degrees.  

Hydraulic heads are specified at nodes 65, 66, and 67 along the 
external model boundary that is 32,000 feet from the pumped well. This 
boundary is beyond the radius of influence of the pumped well during the 
simulation period. Because the flow system exhibits radial symmetry, 
element sides that are oriented in the radial direction from the well 
represent flow lines; hence, there is no flow across these element sides.  
Other characteristics of the problem are 

T - 10 ft 2 /d, 

S - 1.25 x 10.4, 

Q - 1,256,637 ft 3 /d, 

h(x,y,0) - 0 ft, 

h(r - 32,000 ft,t) - 0 ft 

for the aquifer and 

K' - 10 ft/d, 

b' - 400 ft, 

S' - 0.008 

for the confining unit. The head above the confining unit is held constant 
at 0 feet for the simulation period.
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Pumpage is simulated for 0.10417 day (about 15 minutes) using 87 time 

elements. An initial time-element size of 2 x 10-8 day was selected, and 
the other time-element sizes were generated by multiplying previous values 
by factors ranging from 1.0 to 1.5.  

Computed values of 4nTs/Q versus 1/u at distances of 100, 300, 500, and 
2,000 feet from the pumped well are compared with the type curves H(u,B') 
versus 1/u using fl' values of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 2, respectively, in figure 
22. The Theis solution plotted on this figure indicates the extent to which 
transient leakage affects drawdown. The numerical results show good 
agreement with the analytical solution.  

MOENCH AND PRICKE1T SOLUTION FOR CONVERSION FROM CONFINED TO 
UNCONFINED FLOW NEAR A PUMPED WELL 

An analytical solution of Moench and Prickett (1972) is used to test 
the accuracy of MODFE for the problem of drawdown in an aquifer that 
converts from confined to unconfined conditions. A fully penetrating well 
of negligible diameter placed in a nonleaky, confined, homogeneous, and 
isotropic aquifer that is infinite in areal extent pumps at a constant rate 
Q sufficient to partially dewater the aquifer near the well (figure 23).  
Ground-water flow is assumed to be horizontal and obeys the Dupuit 
assumptions (Bear, 1979, p. 74-78) in the unconfined part of the aquifer.  
Changes in aquifer thickness, b, with drawdown in the unconfined part of the 
aquifer are assumed to be small and donot cause significant changes in 
transmissivity.

0 
0 

cc 

a 
0f 
W 

0 
U) z 
Lu

101 

100 

10-1

1021 
101 100 101 102 103 

DIMENSIONLESS TIME, 1/u
14

Figure 22. Hantush (1960) solution and finite-element results for the
effects of transient leakage on drawdown near a pumped well.
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IMPERMEABLE BASE 

Figure 23. Geometry used to simulate the effects of 
confined to unconfined flow near a pumped well.

R 

=radius to 
I conversion 

point

Solutions for total drawdown in the unconfined part of the aquifer, Sl, 
and in the confined part, s2, are given by 

= __Qv)[ 4nT(H-b)] sI1 47 1W(UlV + Q 1 

and 
= - {eV[(al/a2)-l]W(u 2)}1 

where 
r 2 S 

U1  4Tt' 

r 2 S 
- 4Tt 

R 2 S 
v 4Tt 

S is the specific yield, S is the storage coefficient, al/%2 [0] is the Y 

aquifer-diffusivity ratio (T/S y)/(T/S), or S/S y, and R is the radial 

distance from the pumped well to where conversion takes place. W(u 2 ) is the 

well function used for the Theis solution and W(ul,v) = W(ul)-W(v).  

The aquifer problem is simulated using Cartesian coordinates, and the 
finite-element mesh is the same as used by Wilson and others (1979, 
p. 95-101) for a similar test problem, except that their mesh terminated at 
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r = 8,000 feet whereas the mesh used here extends to r = 32,000 feet. The 
22.5-degree wedge of the aquifer region is subdivided into 68 triangular 
elements and 52 nodes (figure 24) such that the node spacing expands in the 

radial direction by a factor of f 2 starting at 125 feet from the well.  -5 

Time elements range in size from the initial value of 5 x 10 days to a 
final value of 30 days and are expanded by factors of 1.0 for the first four 
elements to approximately 1.5 afterward; 44 time elements were used. Other 
characteristics of the problem are 

K = 26.73 ft/d, 

b = 100 ft, 

S = 0.1, Y 

S = 0.0001, 

Q = 33,591 ft 3 /d, 

h(x,y,0) = 0 ft, 

H =0 ft.  

A Cauchy-type boundary is placed along the element sides at 32,000 
feet. Because the influence of the pumped well on the aquifer extends 
beyond this radial distance and the analytical solution assumes that the 
aquifer has an infinite areal extent, the Cauchy-type boundary is used to 
simulate the part of the aquifer that is influenced by the pumped well but 
is not represented by the finite-element mesh. It allows flow across the 
artificial model boundary from the aquifer region that is external to the 
mesh, and allows drawdowns to be computed at the model boundary.  

y 

52 

(000=11.25 0 3 6951

(x cosO, x sinO)

(32,000,

Figure 24. Finite-element mesh used to simulate the effects of conversion 
from confined to unconfined flow near a pumped well.
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Figure 25. Moench and Prickett (1972) solution and finite-element results 
for conversion from confined to unconfined flow near a pumped well.  

The specified head HB (equation (4)) for the Cauchy-type boundary was 

located 200,000 feet from the pumped well. It is assumed that all drawdown 
in the infinite aquifer occurs within this distance. The coefficient a was 
obtained by assuming that flow beyond 32,000 feet is governed by the steady

state flow equation with known-head boundary conditions of h(t) at 
r = 32,000 feet and HB = 0 at r = 200,000 feet. Therefore, by using the 

appropriate solution to the steady-state flow equation (Bear, 1979, p. 306, 
equation (8-7)) and equation (4), 

q = l Th-H B] 1 
n T pr1 r = 32,000 = , 32,000] 32,000 

200,000j 

CL (H B - +i 

so that, because T = 2,673 ft 2 /d, a = 0.04558 ft/d.  

Computed drawdowns at a radial distance of 1,000 feet from the pumped 
well were compared with the analytical solution. Values of dimensionless 
drawdown, 4wTs/Q, and dimensionless time, 1/u were computed from the 

simulation results and are plotted in figure 25 along with the type curves 

of the analytical solution. Values for ev[(U1/Q2)-l 1 W(u 2 ) versus 1/u 2 were 

plotted for drawdowns less than 2 feet (before conversion), and values of 
[W(ul,v) + 2] versus 1/u 2 were plotted for drawdowns greater than 2 feet 

(after conversion). The numerical results are in good agreement with the 
analytical solution, and are better than the results of Wilson and others 
(1979, p. 99) because they specified H B = 0 at r = 8,000 feet, which did not 

allow drawdown to propagate beyond 8,000 feet as it should have.
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Figure 26. Cross section of steady-state flow through a dam with areal 
recharge.  

STEADY-STATE FLOW THROUGH A DAM WITH AREAL RECHARGE 

A straight dam with vertical faces 50 meters wide and 100 meters long 
maintains a water level of 8 meters on one side and 2 meters on the other 
side (figure 26). The hydraulic conductivity, K, of the earth material in 

-6 
the dam is 10 rm/s and areal recharge, W, is applied to the surface of the 

dam at the rate of 4.8 x 10-8 m/s (figure 27). By making the Dupuit 
assumptions for unconfined flow, the solution for the height, h, of the 
water table in the dam can be obtained as the Dupuit parabola (see Verruijt, 
1970, p. 51-57), h2 H - -(H2 _ H 2 2i + Wx(L - x),

where x is the horizontal distance along 
water levels H1 and H2 on either side of

the width L of the dam and the 
the dam are

H = 8 meters, x = 0 meters,

H2 = 2 meters, x = L = 50 meters.

0
X

10 20 30 40 50

DISTANCE ALONG WIDTH, IN METERS 

Figure 27. Finite-element mesh used to simulate steady-state flow 
through a dam with areal recharge.
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Because ground-water flow is virtually one-dimensional through the dam, 
the entire 100-meter length need not be simulated. Instead, a 10-meter-long 
section of the dam is represented by a finite-element mesh consisting of 60 
triangular elements and 43 nodes (figure 27). No-flow boundaries are placed 
along the element sides that are parallel to the x axis at y = 0 meters and 
y = 10 meters, because ground-water flow is parallel to these boundaries.  
Specified-head boundaries are located along the lines x = 0 meters and x = 

50 meters in order to maintain the height of the water levels at the values 
given for H1 and H2 , respectively. Areally distributed recharge is applied 

over the entire model area.  

The steady-state solution for the water-table height provided by MODFE 
is plotted along with the analytical solution in figure 28. The solution by 
MODFE is in close agreement with the analytical solution.
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50

Figure 28. Analytical solution (Dupuit parabola) and finite-element 
results for steady-state flow through a dam with areal recharge.
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X

Figure 29. Geometry for two-dimensional steady-state flow in an unconfined 
aquifer.  

TWO-DIMENSIONAL STEADY-STATE FLOW IN AN UNCONFINED AQUIFER 

The flow problems described previously for testing the accuracy of 
MODFE have one-dimensional solutions, even though MODFE solved these 
problems in two dimensions. This flow problem tests the ability of MODFE to 
accurately compute steady-state water levels in an unconfined aquifer for a 
problem that has an analytical solution in two dimensions.  

The problem used in this simulation is taken from Verruijt (1970, 

Problem 6.2) where four wells pumped at the same rate (1.196 x 10-6 ms/s) 
are located at the corners of a 40-meter square in an unconfined aquifer 
(figure 29). The square represents a construction site where the water 
level is to be maintained 4 meters below the original water table, which is 
10 meters above the impermeable base. The aquifer is homogeneous and 

isotropic with a hydraulic conductivity, K, of 10- m/s, an initial 
thickness of 10 meters, and an external radius, R, of 2,000 meters, measured 
from the center of the square. Beyond R the drawdown is zero.  

The solution for the aquifer head, h, is given by Verruijt (1970, 
p. 66) as 

[12 4 Ax - x 2 +(y-y] 
h = + o.. Q.ln 

B rK j.l J R 

where HB is the specified head (10 meters) at the radius R and Q. is the 

volumetric discharge from well j located at the point (xjyJ) in the 
aquifer.
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Because the wells are pumped at the same rate and are regularly spaced 
about the center of the square (see figure 29), the flow problem can be 
simulated in the 45-degree wedge shown in figure 30. The origin of the 
wedge is the center of the square, and one of the four pumped wells is 
placed at the point (20 meters, 20 meters) in the wedge. No-flow boundaries 
are located along the x axis and the line y - x, and a specified-head 
boundary (H = 10 meters) is located at a distance of 2,000 meters from the 

center of the square.  

The aquifer region is subdivided by a finite-element mesh consisting of 
94 triangular elements and 67 nodes (figure 30). Results from the nonlinear 
steady-state simulation and the analytical solution are presented in figure 
31. The simulated results show good agreement with the analytical solution.

10 15 20 25 30

0
0160 500 1,000 1,500 2,000

0 40 80 120 160 

DISTANCE ALONG x AXIS, IN METERS

Figure 30. Finite-element mesh used to simulate two-dimensional 
steady-state flow in an unconfined aquifer.
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Figure 31. Analytical solution and finite-element results for 
two-dimensional steady-state flow in an unconfined aquifer.  

SUMMARY 

The two-dimensional steady- and unsteady-state equations for ground
water flow in a heterogeneous, anisotropic aquifer were approximately solved 
with finite-element techniques. Spatial finite elements are triangular with 
two-dimensional linear basis functions and time elements are linear, with
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one-dimensional linear basis functions. Finite-element equations were 
derived by minimizing a functional of the difference between true and 
approximate hydraulic heads and are equivalent to finite-element equations 
obtained by either classical variational or Galerkin methods. Variable 
directions of anisotropy are incorporated by rotating the coordinate system 
locally so that the rotated coordinates are aligned with the local principal 
directions of the transmissivity tensor. For unsteady-state problems, a 
mass balance is computed at the end of each time element. Computed flow 
components include accumulation or depletion of water in storage, flow 
across confining beds, flow across specified-head boundaries, flow across 
specified-flow boundaries, and flow across head-dependent flow boundaries.  
For steady-state problems, the mass balance, excluding the storage 
component, is computed at the end of the simulation.  

The basic finite-element equations include the following processes: 
confined flow; leakage through rigid confining beds; specified areal and 
point recharge and discharge; and specified-flow, specified-head, or head
dependent boundary conditions. Extensions of these equations allow for 
unconfined flow using the Dupuit assumption, decreases of aquifer thickness 
to zero and increases from zero (termed drying of nodes), conversions from 
confined to unconfined flow and vice versa, point head-dependent discharge 
from springs and drainage wells, areal head-dependent leakage combined with 
aquifer dewatering, areal head-dependent discharge from evapotranspiration, 
line head-dependent leakage combined with aquifer dewatering for narrow 
rivers, and transient leakage from confining beds. Except for transient 
leakage, all of these extensions are nonlinear.  

The finite-element equations were also formulated using axisymmetric 
cylindrical coordinates to allow analysis of problems involving axisymmetric 
flow in multiaquifer systems. Boundary conditions are the same as for the 
two-dimensional Cartesian versions, but for radial flow the principal 
directions of the hydraulic conductivity tensor are assumed to be the radial 
and vertical directions. None of the extensions can be used in this case.  

Matrix solution techniques for the finite-element equations include the 
direct symmetric-Doolittle method, which can be efficient for small to 
medium problems (less than about 500 nodes), and the iterative modified 
incomplete-Cholesky conjugate-gradient (MICCG) method, which is more 
efficient for larger problems (more than about 500 nodes). Nonlinear 
unsteady-state problems are solved using a predictor-corrector method that 
can employ either the direct or MICCG method to solve both the predictor and 
corrector equations. Nonlinear steady-state problems are solved using an 
iterative method that can also employ either matrix solution method. Use of 
MICCG for nonlinear steady-state problems yields an inner MICCG iteration 
loop and an outer iteration loop on the nonlinearity. Because the inner 
loop converges in progressively fewer iterations as the outer loop 
converges, MICCG is recommended for these problems.  

The accuracy of the finite-element solution method was evaluated using 
five test problems for which analytical solutions are available: radial 
flow to a well in a homogeneous, infinite, nonleaky, confined aquifer; 
radial flow to a well in a homogeneous, infinite, confined aquifer with 
transient leakage; radial flow to a well in a homogeneous, infinite, 
nonleaky aquifer undergoing conversion from confined to unconfined flow; 
one-dimensional, unconfined, steady-state flow through a dam with areal 
recharge; and two-dimensional, unconfined, steady-state flow to a group of 
drainage wells. All problems except the first were solved using Cartesian 
coordinates. All numerical solutions are in good agreement with the 
analytical solutions.
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APPENDIX A

It is shown here that 

Zf flAn+lll /fN "S - R(H - h) - P + + T 8h 

+ ~ let-( i( at -) rax 11x x x 

aN! 

+ Tx +h Tyy -i]dxdy B + [ HB - h)dC dt' = 0. (Al) 

2 

To simplify notation, the generalized Darcy's law (Bear, 1979, p. 71) is 
used to replace the terms involving transmissivity. That is, 

qa=- h _ T h (A2) 
q x "Tx ax xy ay 

and vh vh (A3) 

y yx ax yy ay 
are used to write equation (Al) as 

An+l I N[e(Sah - R(H - h) - W - )- Ne 1q dxdy 

e.,N e [q - - - -- x __y0. (A4) 

ia B c (e 

c2 

To initiate the proof, equations (A2) and (A3) are substituted into 

equation (1), which is then multiplied by anNe and integrated over spatial 

element e and time element n+l to obtain 

"Atn+l0 a jNe( (Sh R(H - h)dxddt' 
0 n+l le i[ at - (P) ) 

At 'I rNe [aq_ + ay-(A5) 
" n+l + dxddr'. (A5) 

'0 {Je 

Next, a result from vector calculus known as Green's first identity 
(Spiegel, 1959, p. 107) is used to modify the right side of equation (A5).
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If qxP qy, and N e are continuous and have continuous derivatives in element 

e, then 

8q aqe er ef [[q, O N aNe ] - eqnC' (6 

N ydxdy = - + qy]dxdy N e dC, (A6) leiO[ + ax yj e x qx+ a-y qyeJ 

where qn is the component of the flow vector (qcxP qy) that is normal to the 

element boundary and is positive for inflow, and Ce is the boundary of 
element e. Substitution of equation (A6) into equation (A5) and 
rearrangement yields 

At n+1 P) aNe Ne 1 
{IJN(ah - R(H - h) - W - - - --yJ qydxdy 

n+le i at(A7) 

J0e i ndC dt 
f = 0.  

ce e 

The integral over the element boundary Ce can be split into two 
integrals: the integral over a Cauchy-type boundary and the integral over 
the remaining side(s), so that 

J Neq dC N eNq dC + JNe[eB + a -HB h)]dC, (A8) 

Ce 1 2 

where C e designates the side(s) that are not Cauchy-type boundaries and 
1 

equation (4) was used to replace qn in the integral over a Cauchy-type 
boundary.  

When equation (A7) is summed over all elements in the patch for node i, 

all boundary integrals over C1e for adjacent element sides cancel because of 

equation (3) and the continuity of Ne across an element boundary. Further

more, all boundary integrals for element sides forming the outer boundary of 

the patch are zero, because Ne is zero on these sides. Therefore, equation 
(A7) yields 3 

eAt n+l I P Ne Ne 1 
Z [ eSah -(H - ) -W - -- iqx - -qyj dxdy 
n i J0 e at aNa 

- N[B + [q H - h) IdC ýdt' 0, (A9) J~ o +" (H 

which, when written using equations (A2) and (A3) to replace qx and q y, is 
equation (Al).
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NOTATION 

The principal notation used in this report is given below. Certain symbols 
used only locally are omitted from the list for brevity.

Ae Be, e 

A' B' m' m 

Am' Bm 

(a ,b!) 

e e e 
abc.  

A 

B

* Aquifer thickness; b. is aquifer thickness at node i, and b.  1 i,n 
aquifer thickness at node i and time level n.  

* Confining-unit thickness; b! is harmonic mean confining-unit 
1 

thickness at node i defined by equation (170).  
* Side(s) of element e that are Cauchy-type boundaries.

is

* Coefficient for areal head-dependent leakage function that applies 
for aquifer dewatering at node i; defined by equation (119).  

* Coefficient for areal head-dependent discharge function at node i; 
defined by equation (132).  

* Coefficient for point head-dependent discharge function at node i; 
defined by equation (104).  

* Coefficient for line head-dependent leakage function at node i; 
defined by equation (155).  

* Storage coefficient term for node i of element e; defined by 
equation (36) for Cartesian coordinates and by equation (224) for 
axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates.  

* Entry Cii of C for before (1) and after (2) conversion from 
confined to unconfined flow or vice versa.  
Diagonal matrix with diagonal entries defined by C.. = Z ce..  

ii e. ii Z d e1 
ei 13 

* Diagonal matrix for symmetric-Doolittle factorization of A; defined 
by equation (260). Entries are 1/a...

104

"* Coefficients defined by equation (6) and used to compute the 

approximate solution, h.  
"* Coefficients defined by equations (176) and (177) and used to 

approximate the infinite series for transient leakage calculations.  " A = A'/a ; B = Bm/1m 
M In m m n In 

"* (x,y) location of the jth point source or sink. Overbars signify 
that the location is given in (x,y) coordinates.  

"* Coefficients used in basis functions Nie. defined by equation (10) 
1 

for Cartesian coordinates and by equation (212) for axisymmetric 
cylindrical coordinates. Overbars signify evaluation using (x,y) 
coordinates.  

"* Matrix G + V or the coefficient matrix defined by equation (254), 
depending on context. Entries are A.. for A = G + V and a.. for A 13 =1 
as the coefficient matrix. Subscript I (A9 signifies evaluation 
of the coefficient matrix at iteration e for a nonlinear steady
state problem.  

"* Vector of known flows and boundary conditions, defined by equations 
(45) and (50) for Cartesian coordinates and by equations (45) and 
(229) for axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates. Entries are B.  
Subscript I (BI) signifies evaluation at iteration 2 for a 
nonlinear steady-state problem.  

"* Weighted average B over time element n+l defined by equation (62).  
Entries are B..  

1

b

Ce C2 

C 
ai 

C.  ei 

C .  pi 

C .  
rl 
e c..  cii 

C(1) 'C(2) 

C9T 
11 '11 

D..  
1j 

D



D Diagonal matrix for incomplete-Cholesky or modified incomplete
Cholesky factorization of A; defined by equation (272) and 
calculated using equation Z273) for incomplete-Cholesky 
factorization or equation (279) for modified incomplete-Cholesky 
factorization. Entries are 1/a....  

d.. • Hydraulic-conductivity term for unconfined flow; defined by 
ij equation (72).  

d * Right-hand side vector for finite-element matrix equation (254).  
Entries are d..  

A A 

e • Error h - h in the approximate solution of equation (1).  
e.i Index indicating summation over elements in the patch for node i.  

f.ij Element of fill-in in M; defined by equation (277).  

G • Matrix defined by entries Gi. - Zig . for confined flow and by 
e i 

equation (74) for unconfined flow.  
• Weighted average G over time element n+l defined by equation (69).  

• Weighted average G over time element n+l defined by equation (70).  
A* 

S• Matrix G computed using predicted head vector h 
*^A 

G• Matrix • computed using predicted head vector h 

Transmissivity term defined by equations (38) (or (43)), (39), and gij (40) for Cartesian coordinates and by equations (226), (227), and 
(228) for axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates.  

H • Hydraulic head at the distal side of a confining unit.  
HB * Specified head at a boundary.  

H 0 Initial head (at t = 0).  

Ha • Hydraulic head at the distal side of a confining unit or the stage 
elevation of wide river overlying an aquifer being dewatered.  

Hr • Controlling head for line head-dependent leakage functions (for rivers it is the river-stage elevation).  

h • True hydraulic head in the aquifer.  
A 

h • Approximate hydraulic head in the aquifer defined by equation (6); 
A A A A 

h. is h at node i and h. is h at node i and time level n.  
A 1 i,n 
h! • Predicted head at node i during a conversion from confined to 

A unconfined flow. A A A 

h -Vector of entries hi; hn is a vector of entries hin 
A 

- Weighted mean of h over time element n+l; defined by equation (63).  

h * Predicted head vector for time level n+l for predictor-corrector 
method.  

h * Arbitrary initial head vector for steady-state flow problems.  
A 

I(e) • Error functional defined by equation (15) for Cartesian coordinates 
and by equation (214) for axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates.  

Imi,n • The mth term of the infinite series for transient leakage at time 
level n resulting from time variation of head in the aquifer at 

A node i; defined by equation (172).  
Imi,n • The mth term of the finite series to approximate transient leakage 

at time level n resulting from time variation of head in the 
aquifer at node i; defined by equation (179).
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(ij) • Row and column location of nonzero entries in A.  

Jmi,n • The mth term of the infinite series for transient leakage at time 
level n resulting from time variation of head at the distal side of 

A a confining unit at node i; defined by equation (175).  
Jmi,n • The mth term of the finite series to approximate transient leakage 

at time level n resulting from time variation of head at the distal 
side of the confining unit at node i; defined by equation (181).  

(Kxx K, • Components of the hydraulic conductivity tensor for the 

Kyx, Kyy aquifer written using Cartesian coordinates (x,y). Principal 
components in the (x,y) coordinate system are (Kj, KR ).  

(Krr' Kzz) u Principal components of the hydraulic conductivity tensor written 
Z)using axisynmmetric cylindrical coordinates (r,z).e 

K' - Vertical hydraulic conductivity in a confining unit; K' is the 
ZZ constant value of K' for spatial element e. zz 

zz 

Lii, • Length of the side of an element between nodes i and j'.  
M1 jAtD] • Finite series approximation of Sl1A t D) for transient leakage.  

M 2 AtD) • Finite series approximation of S 2'tD) for transient leakage.  

M * Preconditioning matrix that is an approximation of A but is much 
easier to invert; defined by equation (266).  

N • Number of nodes in the finite-element mesh, or the number of 
unknowns in equation (254), depending on context.  

NI, N2  * Number of terms in MI(AtD) and M2 (AtD), respectively.  

Ne • Basis functions for spatial finite elements defined by equation (9) 
1 for Cartesian coordinates and equation (211) for axisymmetric 

cylindrical coordinates. Overbar signifies evaluation using (x,y) 
coordinates.  

N • Matrix A-M.  

P 
P Z jE 1 6(x-a')6(y-b!3 )Q(t), which is the designation of p sources or 

sinks, each of strength Qi, defined for equation (1).  

Q. • Volumetric flow rate for point source or sink j; defined for 
equation (1).  

Qai • Volumetric flow rate at node i from leakage through a confining 
unit or river overlying an aquifer being dewatered.  

Qei • Volumetric flow rate at node i from areal head-dependent discharge.  

Qpi • Volumetric flow rate at node i from point head-dependent discharge.  

Qri • Volumetric flow rate at node i from line head-dependent discharge.  

q B • Specified flow (specific discharge times aquifer thickness) normal 
to a boundary.  

qn • Normal component of flow (specific discharge times aquifer 
thickness) at a boundary. e 

R • Hydraulic conductance of a confining unit; R is the constant value 
of R for spatial element e.  

(r,z) - Radial and vertical coordinates of the axisymmetric cylindrical 
coordinate system. A 

r Residual vector B -A h for the finite-element matrix equations 
at iteration 2. 2 =2-2 

S • Storage coefficient of the aquifer; Se is the constant value of S 
for spatial element e.  
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S • Specific storage; S e is the constant value of S for spatial 
s element e. s s 

so • Specific storage of a confining unit; S'e is the constant value of s s 'S' for spatial element e.  
5 

S • Specific yield; Se is the constant value of S for spatial 
Y element e. Y Y 

SI(AtD) * Infinite series for transient leakage; defined by equation (186).  

S2(AtD) * Infinite series for transient leakage; defined by equation (187).  

Sk • Displacement vector xk+l - xk for the iterative GCGM method.  

(Txx, T Components of the transmissivity tensor for the aquifer 

T Ty•) written using Cartesian coordinates (x,y). Principal components in 

the (x,y) coordinate system are [T , T•).  

t • Time.  
tr • Time since time-level n, t - t 

n 
U • Upper triangular matrix for symmetric-Doolittle factorization of A; 

defined by equation (259). Entries are uij, i < j, and a 
U• Upper triangular matrix for incomplete-Cholesky or modified 

incomplete-Cholesky factorization of A; defined by equation (272).  

Nonzero entries are uij, i < j, and a.ii 

V * Diagonal matrix defined by entries V.. = Z vi.  

1 

vB • Specified specific discharge normal to a boundary.  

v • Normal component of specific discharge at a boundary.  
e 

v.. - Hydraulic conductance and Cauchy-type boundary condition term 
ii defined by equation (37) for Cartesian coordinates and by equation 

(225) for axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates.  
W - Unit areal recharge or discharge rate for the aquifer; We is the 

value of W for spatial element e.  
(x,y) - Global Cartesian coordinates.  

(x,y) - Local, rotated Cartesian coordinates along the principal directions 
of the transmissivity tensor.  

x . Solution vector for the finite-element matrix equation (254).  

y . Intermediate vector for the symmetric-Doolittle factorization 
solution of equation (254) or equation (269).  

z • Vertical coordinate direction, positive upward.  
zb • Elevation of the aquifer base; zbi is zb at node i.  

z e • Elevation below which the areal head-dependent discharge function 
vanishes; zei is ze at node i.  

z • Elevation below which the point head-dependent discharge function 
vanishes; zpi is zp at node i.  

z r Elevation at which discharge to the aquifer from a line head
r dependent source or sink is at a maximum; z ri is zr at node i.  

z t • Elevation of the top of the aquifer (base of the confining unit); 
zti is zt at node i.
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Greek

I • Parameter for Cauchy-type boundary conditions in Cartesian 
coordinates; defined by equation (4).  

C' • Parameter for Cauchy-type boundary conditions in axisymmetric 
cylindrical coordinates; defined by equation (209).  

a ii" • Entry of matrix DI 

- Entry of matrix D 

a mm • Exponents defined by equations (176) and (177) used to approximate the infinite series for transient leakage calculations.  

i Transient leakage parameter for node i; defined by equation (167).  

Ae • Area of element e; defined by equation (11) for Cartesian 
coordinates and by equation (213) for axisymmetric cylindrical 
coordinates.  

At • Time interval t - t for time element n.  n n n-I 

AtD • Dimensionless time interval 1iAtn.  
Sinl 

Head change vector -hi over time interval -At for 
A A 

unsteady-state problems; 6e is head change h2 1+1 h from iteration 

I to iteration 1+1 for nonlinear, steady-state problems.  
• 2 

6 • Predicted head change vector over time interval -At for 
3 n+l 

predictor step of the predictor-corrector method.  
A 

6 • Head change vector h - h computed for linear steady-state 
-o problems. -o 

4 Convergence criterion for the MICCG method; defined for equation 
(285).  

f • Convergence criterion for the iterative solution of nonlinear 
steady-state flow problems; defined for equation (240).  

0e - Counter-clockwise rotation angle from (x,y) coordinates to (x,y) 

coordinates in element e.  
9. • Proportionate point in time element n+l when node i converts from 

1 confined to unconfined flow or vice versa.  

A 

0i - The estimate of 9i given by equation (96).  

an, an+l • Basis functions for time elements; defined by equation (13).  
i Proportionate point in time element n+l when a point head-dependent 

discharge function, an areal head-dependent leakage function, or 

line head-dependent leakage function changes form at node i.  

*i(i+ 1)/2.  

Oei * Proportionate point in time element n+l when an areal head
dependent discharge function changes form at node i; defined by 
equation (134).  

Oel Oei(lei + 11/2.  

Oti . Proportionate point in time element n+l when an areal head
dependent discharge function changes form at node i; defined by 
equation (133).

. Oti( ti + 1)/2.
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